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THE LEDGER & TIME
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Fair to Its Readers Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon September 22, 1938

• BARBER!GRATH trins County Junior Baseball Championship WISCONSIN FALLS
IS BURIED FRIDAY
TO MURRAY TEAM;
OIN CITY CEMETERY
RACERS WIN 26-0
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"The Varsity"--'New Theatre To Be Erected In Murray

*II•

Organizer of Wholesale Gro.
• cery Chain Dies Here
Thursday

I MURRAY COLLEGE
'ENROLLMENT RUNS
35 PERCENT HIGHER

I 11 1 1 t. :

More Than 1,300 Are ExExpected to Be On
Campus

Rain Falls Throughout Encounter at Superior
Friday Night

WAS PROMINENT IN
CHURCH ACTIVITIES

aCr

THOROUGHBREDS TO
PLAY AGAIN SEPT 30

Felix Barber McElrath, one of
the original stockholders and organizers of the Ccvington Brothers
Wholesale Grocery Company of Paducah and Murray, and until January of this year manager and
establisher of the local branch of
that organization since 1917, died
Thursday afternoore at the age of
86.
He haa been in poor health since
he retired from active duty in
January. He was still vice-president of the firm.
,Mare than 1,000 people crowded
lin& the First Baptist church friday afternoon to pay tribute to the
memory of the man who had been
as loyal to the Baptist faith as any
other person ever on its rolls. For
26 consecutive years, Mr. McElrath was superintendent of Sunday school at that institution, and
during that time he had a record
never being late once.
The Rev. Sam P. Martin. assisted
by Revs. J. E. Skinner. J. H. Thurman, and J. M. Jenkins. conducted
the funeral services. Burial was in
the Murray cemetery.
Prior to Mr. McElrath's going
Into the wholesale venture in 1917.
he was a clothing and general
merchandise operator in Murray.
He was born in Murray, the son
of Thomas'and Laura Curd McElrath. He came of Scottish ancestry.
Simple of taste, courteous, a perfect host, he made his life an example of industry, faith, and
generality.
His widow, Mrs. Fannie Grogan'
McElrath. and two sons, John and
Thomas Lafayette McElrath, are
his only immediate family survivals.
•Mr. McElrath had been a deacon
of the First Baptist church for 35
Pallilearers, — outside of
years.
certain family relatives who also
bore such honor—were fellow
deacons with him in the church.
They were, active, W. M. Caudill,
Treman Beale, R. H. Falwell. Sr.,
J. T. Hughes. J. W. Outland. Dr.
0. C. Wells, A. B. Lassiter, and
Gingles; honorary, Paul
Fred
Hicks, J. H. Churchill, R. W.
Churchill, L. Gs Jones, and W. T.
Sledd.

-`ouslirvaall'Vamigriorvallit"s`salOPP"'"1

In the above picture are members of championship team of the
Junior Baseball League of Calloway county, and the president of the
county league, Harry Sledd. The boys, known as the Murray Rotary
team, did not lose a game to a county opponent, but lost to Benton
in the general tournament.
Beginning with the front row, they are in order, left to right:
Joe Pat Smith, Gene Brewer, George Ed Jones. Richard Gholson,
and Joe Pat Ward; back row, left to right. Paul Buchanan, M. D.
Thompson, L. Junior Parr, Harry Sledd, Thomas Farley, Harry Fenton, and Palmer Outland.

Britain, France Yield Czech
,.
ierrttory to littler Demagds
The Czechoslovak government
Wednesday capitulated to French
and British pressure demanding
surrender of the republic's im
portant Sudeten regions as a peace
offering to Adolph Hitler.
To Rebuild New Murray Hotel
On Spot Original One Was
News Prague had bowed to
France, her former ally, and to
Erected by Father
Britain in their desire to appease
Elmus Beale. prominent MurrayHitler was greeted on the capital's thronged avenues at first by an and member of the State Welfare board, announced today he
stunned silence.
Then excitement spread. Crowds would rebuild the New Murray
milled about the streets. Sudeten Hotel, constructed originally by
Germans formed parades, disarm- his father, the late W. J. Beale, in
ed gendarmes, tore up
border
posts, and created general disorder.
Fire destroyed the,major part of
The Czech populace looked with the original structure in 1928.
eyes of reproach at Britain and
The new hotel. Beale said, will
France, and army leaders debated involve an expenditure of from
whether to give up the rich Czech $11,000 to $8.500. It will be located
lands to Germany without a strug- on the same, spot as the original
gle.
one, just across and slightly east
In London. Anthony Eden. form- of the-Capitol Theatre, and facing
er- foreign secretary to Britain, on Main Street.
declared that "the conviction is
A 3-story structure, the edifice
growing that continued retreat will be of stucco exterior and will
can only lead to ever-widening have available from 25 to 30
confusion".
Winston
Churchill. rooms.
Brittah statesman for more than
The lobby will be on the second
25 years. declared "the partition flair,
the first floor being leased
of Czechoslovakia under Angloto business concerns. Local groFrench pressure- amounts to com- cery stores operate there now.
plete surrender by the western
Beale said a basement will be
democracies to the Nazi threat of dug under the east rooms of the
force."
new hotel, and a heating Plant inIn a speech at Geneva before
stalled. Modern features in archithe League of Nations, Maxim
tectural' designing will/ be paraLitvinoff, Russian Commissar, bitmount throughout the structure.
terly accused France and Britain
, It was indicated the new build.
of avoiding "a problematical war
ing may be put under construction
today in return for a certain
within the month and will be -cornend large scale war tomorrow."
pleted in early spring.
He said Russia was ready to back
up any collective action in defense of Czechoslovakia with arms
and men.

ELMUS BEALE TO
ERECT NEW HOTEL

The Murray State College Thoroughbreds exhibited a strong running attack, coupled with a strong
defense, to subdue the Superior,
Wis., Yellowjackets by a score of
28-0 under the lights - at Gates field
in Superior, Wis., last Friday night.
A steady drizzle 'of rain throughout the first half of the game, and
a previous rain of 2 hours, hindered the Thoroughbreds in their
open type of game. They completely dominated the game from
the start, shoving their first marker over in the opening five minutes of the game. The Yellowjackets held in the second quarter.
but the Kentuckians pushed over
three more scores in the last two
quarters.
The Yellowjackets, who hoped
'to avenge a 28-to-8 setback suffered at Murray last season, lacked
an offensive punch. In fact. the
Superior eleven never did get outof its own territory throughout the
whole game. The Thoroughbreds
bottled up Superior's running attack repeatedly, while they hammered continually at the Yellowjackets' goal line.
Despite losing 80 yars on penalties, the Thoroughbreds' running
attack clicked almaart- with perfection, ripping off substantial yardage repeatedly on off - tackle
smashes and through the center of
the line. Also, Kentucky revealed
a smooth triple lateral play that
baffled Superior time and again.
Murray's
superiority
in
offensive play could easily be seen
in the number of first downs the
team rolled up during the gams.
The Thoroughbreds clipped off Id
first downs, eight in each half,
while the Yellotejackets made bui
four, two of these coming on Pedeines.
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OCTOBER 3 IS LAST
DAY TO REGISTER

The greatest increase in enrollment in the history or Murray
State College was a feature of
the opening of the 16th year of
this state institution.
Including the 412 already enrolled in the Training School, the
total enrollment reached 1.245 at
the close of registration yesterday.
This figure _represents a 34.5 per
cent'increase over last year's enrollment in the college proper.
On the third day of registration,
Wednesday, exactly 837 students
had enrolled inthe college proper,
while 412 had been registered in
the Trairling Schcol,
Above is pictured "The Varsity," the Columbia Amusement Company's new $50,000 theatre which.will
Approximately 34 per cent more
by the Outlet Fur- students enrolled Monday than
be erected on Main street just across from the bus station on the location now occupied _
_,•
+ registered, on the first day last
_
intuit; Company and the Jones-Lassiter Pool Room.
According to Clifton Morris, local theatre manager, construction work will start on the project by September. Registration will continue informally throughout the
October 13. The edifice, incorporating the most modern of architectural designs, will be completed by
week. with October 3 listed as the
february of 1939.
last day to register for credit.
Company
for
Manufacturing
contracts
with
the
RCA
has
made
Amusement
Company
Columbia
The
Classsvork Started Tuesday mornthe latest and most modern improved type of RCA High Fidelity Sound System which is to be installed in ing. The Thanksgiving recess will
the new Varsity Theatre.
24-26.
November
observed
be
The RCA Motion Picture Sound Equipment of the Magic Voice type is being installed in the largest Christmas holidays will begin after
and most famous theatres and show places of the world. They may be heard on the most sumptuous ocean classet Friday. December 17. and
liners and on hundreds of battleships, destroyers, cruisers and shore stations of the United States Navy, will close January 2 with the resumption of classes. The fall semesas well.
ter Officially closes January 27.
-.••••••••...

County '1o Merge With Corporation
in Graves to Obtain REA Electricity;
Membership Drive to egtn Ilvionaay
•

CURRENT WOULD
'COME TO FARMERS
BY EARLY SPRING

Riehmond Says Is
Not a Candidate

TIGERS HOPE FOR
WIN OVER DAWSON
FRIDAY IN MURRAY

Enrollment by grades in the
Training Schaal has been reported
by Prof. C. M. Graham, principal,
as follows: first grade. 36: second.
43; third, 32; fourth, 30; fifth. 34;
sixth, 33'; seventh, 38; eighth. 36;
ninth, 45; tenth, 33; elevenths 32,
and twelfth, 20. The total is 412,
of whozro-208 are in the grades and
204 are in the high school divisions.
In its lath year of 'service in
West Kentucky and surrounding
territory. Murray State College is
a fully accredited college with 13
departments. The A. B. and B. S.
degrees are conferred and graduates are admitted to the best
professional and graduate schools.
The faculty consists of 88 specialists, chosen and retained on account of their personality, training,
teaching ability. and interest in
their students, the Murray president stated today.

Bat McRaven. speedy halfback,
and John Jasper, fullback, proved
the big guns in. the Murray attack.
Coach Holland Says Team
Although he played only a short Meetings Are Scheduled to
is in Good Shape and is
Begin at Lynn Grove
time, McRaven thrilled the crowd
Enthusiastic
Monday
repeatedly with his brilliant running and ball carrying-' Jasper,
along with Mitchell, ripped Su- MONEY ALLOCATED
SQUAD IS DILIGENT,
perior's line to shreds by their hard
IN PRACTICE TILTS
ALREADY BY REA
line plunging.
Murray lost little time in regisUndismayed by the inability of
In a joint meeting Tuesday, the
tering their first touchdown. After county agent's department, the
their inexperienced blockers and
driving ;Superior back to its own Calloway farm bureau, and ofbacks , to puncture Hqpkinsville's
goal line, the Kentuckians gained ficials of the West Kentucky Rural
heavy line last Friday night, Murpossession of-the ball on the Yel- Electrification Assaciation favored
ray high school's Tiger football
squad prepared today for the inlowjackets' 33-yard line on a block- a move which may- bring electricAttention County Corresponded punt. Three plays gave Mur- ity -to rural homes -in this county
vasion of Dawson Springs here ents!
L. S. Ferns and Eddie Gregory,
ray a first down on the 22, and by Februar‘y of 1939.
Friday night. Coach Ty Holland
W. C. Tucker, head of the jourboth middle-aged, were injured
made known this-'morning the nalism department of the Universafter being held on the first play,
Callcway • county, although havpainfully through not critically
game will begin-at 8 o'clock.
McRaven swept wide around right ing made no application for REA
ity of Kentucky Will begin today
when a car driven by Henry Clint
end to a foot from the goal line funds, waived the necessity for
Although Hopkinsville scored a at 1 o'clock a series of lectures on
Lawson collided with a wagon in
where Mitchell scored on the next such application by agreeing to
32-0 victory over the Tigers Fri- "So—You Want to Write for the
which Farris and Gregory were
Play. Kentucky was awarded the merge with the corporation already
day night, the Murray bay. the Newspaper".
7AMES H. RICHMOND
DR.
riding.
extra point when Superior was off- formed in Graves'county and thus
The lectures will be given every
majority of whom were playing
The wagon was torn up and a
side on the play.
President James H. Richmond of their first game, gained worlds of Thursday for eight weeks over
bring about the proposed venture.
•
fender torn from the Lawson car.
In the second period, the ThorCounty Agent J. T. Cochran
Murray State College in a state- first-hand information on how to Station WHAS, Louisville.
Both contraptions were heading in
oughbreds hammered repeatedly at
play football and enthusiasm ran
announced today Meetings will
the same direction. The smash-up
ment made today said with referhigh this week.
Superior's goal line, but failed to
be held at the following comcame at a bridge in South Murence to a suggestion made by Hewpush over a score. The Thoroughmunity schoolhouses on the folCoaeb, Holland was especially
ray when Lawson attempted to
ard. Henderson in Sunday's Court pleased with the woik of Ed Wilbreds moved to Superior's 15-yard
lowing dates for an explanaguide his car between the wagon
It is estimated that 50 per cent
line 'and again to the 10-yard line
protion of rural electrification,
ier-Journal that he "is not a candi- son Farmer, fleet halfback, who
and two men who were walking of the dark tobacco crop in Loposed to be instituted in this
Fire Sweeps Through New Lon- only to be stopped by penalties.
Funeral services were held at
date for Governor of Kentucky in returned tp practice after being
on the opposite side of the street. ran—County was not harvested.
Murray, after reaching pay terric•unty soon:
don, Conn.; Many Die
• :; 1939.'' Hea,derson, political cor- forced fralen action by a cherlie the Hazel Baptist church Saturday
tory, attempted a place kick from
Lynn Grove, September 26:
In Gales
horse during the opening engage- afternoon for little Miss Norma
the 12-yard line, but the kick was
Kirksey, September 27; Haiel, respondent to the Louisville paper ment.
Healey. 7 years of age, who was
September .- 28; South Howard. from Frankfort, had said RichA terrific wind, touching 100- blocked.
'Fba-, team this week has been killed last Thursday morning by
mile-an-hour hurricane force. WedSeptember 29: Coldwater, SepA quick kick early in the third
mond "would be available ,for Gov- practicing on kicking, running. a large truck at her home' its St.
tember 30; Paschall. October 3;
nesday night swept across New period put Superior in the hole
and blocking, with intensive pass Louis, Mo.
ernor
next year", he had been
Blakely, October 4; Almo. OcEngland. lashing sea water high on its own 10-yard line. A poor
drills. Captain Clyde- rider.. who
The remains were brought to
'
Into the streets of coastar cities, punt gave Murray possession of
tober 5; Outland. October 6; -reliably Informed.
played e—stellar---game at tackle Hazel Saturday on the noon train,
So swift as to be almost unbelievable has come
and Murray. October 8. The
causing at least 31 known deaths the ball on the Yellowjackets' 23.
conhave
no
Hoptowners•
and
against the
"You may say I now
accompanied by her parents and
the opportunity for Calloway county to have electricmeeting at Murray will be at
and hundreds of injuries and re- After a 5-yard penaly_set M-urintentions whatsoever of being a sistently gaiirect the applause of- a few close friends.
ity in the rural homes by February of 1939.
130 in the afternoon; all- other
sulting in damages reactitng Into' ray back, a pass. McRaven to
candidate for Governor next year," the crowd, will be the key man
The funeral rites were conductmeetings will be at 7 o'clock -in Presidant Richman& told an inter- in Murray's stand against Daw- ed by Brao, Blakely. Mrs.- Attie
tens a millions of dollars.
Wray. put the Kentuckians on SuThrough regular channels Of REA negotiations,
the evening.
The storm, sweeping suddenly pericr's 10-yard line. A lateral,
viewer today. "I was as surpri'sed son Springs, which lost to Morgan- Bray of Hazel is an aunt of 'the
it would not be possible for eveW an id-location of
At the meeting, a filni—strip
out of the southeast, apparently with McRaven on the receiving
iday night on a last- child.
as anyone was when I saw the ac- field last
Providence,
R.
accompaniment
county
until
directly
at
with
•
speech
•
July of 1939, and then
drove
funds for this
end, gave Murray another touchminute touchdown drive by a
count in the paper."
_ •
MassaI., and Fall River on the
will be shown.
down.
would follow much legal maneuvering before lines
Gudauskas
place-kicked
Nay Chesnut of Laurel county
The Murray College chief said score cf 7-0.
chusetts coastline.
Dr. D. W. Doran, Mayfield, vicechief
splinter
was
the
the extra point.
Gresham
cut
19.000
pounds
of
alfalfa
hay
'could be erected.
"happy
to
be
more
than
.
he was
of the Association, with
A tropical storm Which moved
The Thoroughbreds tallied twice president
President of Murray State Col- in the Murray —team's side LiS from two acres. He—uses potash.
up the Atlantic seaboard swept the
County Agent J. T. Cochran and
But a corporation already formed—the West
(Continued on Pagea-Tatio)
4as well as lime and phosphate.
in the last session. The first score'
lege", and that his work here was
New Jersey, Long Island and ConGarland Neale, president of the
Kentucky Rural Electrification Cooperative Associacame midway in the quarter, *ben
of too satisfying' a 'nature to be
necticut coasts late yesterday and
Calloway farm bureau, today detion—offered to incorporate this county into its own
Beale lateraled to McMurray, who
disturbed by the wicertainty of
struck ProVidence. R. I., with lash,
clared $200.000 have already; been
was down on Superior's 1-yard
a Gubernatorial campaign. .
corporation to wittich a c-arter
aTheady been
Association
to
the
ing rains and a 78-mike an 'hour
made
available
line. Lee went over on the next
granted. Officials rho long have sought for rural
.115 mom, Henderson's article read a; "Add
play. The try for the extra point by the REA, provided
.4c
•
electrificatibn Were prompt to accept tho
.tore cff roofs Of buildings in
may be located to to the list of 'availablee nrnrr
miles
of
line
was wide. A few moments later,
The Ledger & Times has been selected as one of 200
the -Rhecie Island city. marooned the Stewarttnen scored again when supplement 103-smiles already for the name of James H. Richmond.
They saw months of preliminary work now unthe
Murray
State
president
of
weekly newspapers in the entire United -States, to show
thousands of Workers and shop- Inman went over on a short line survey th-Graves county. necessary. The work of setting up.poles and stretchpers. blotted out electric lights plunge'. The
The organization would be a co- Teachers College. One State Ad- industry in general what advertising irf weekly newspaPers
try for the extra
ing lines could begin--now! Electricity would be in
over a vast area and caused th,elldesigned to bring ministration stalwart Was in North- can do. Thisis a tribute to the Ledger & Times when you
point again was wide of the up-' operative, so
tres to be emptied in alarm.
about a cheaper rate scale to. per- eastern, Kentucky a week or two consider there are over 10,000 papers in the•United States.
country homes. by spring!
rights.
At least six fires broke out. in
sons using the electricity. The ago talking Richmond. Whether
This was the 1938 debut for both REA alpeates $1,000 per mile for he had any inside information The Ledger & Times has been faithfully serving the
The only task remaining before work can acNew London, Conn., historic whaling center an -site of a U. S. teams. Sports writers of Superior constrion of. the lines, and this from the high council is uncertain, citizens of this county for over 56 years.
tually start is the gaining of memberships. To qualRoofs and Duluth referred -to the Thor-, in, _turn is paid back, over a 10- but he gave the impression, that
submarine
base.
Navy
The first series of ads to appear under this proify,,Calloway county must have at least 300 memRichmond was being seriously conwere ripped from large buildings- otighbreds as one of the best teams
(Continued On Page
gram
win
be on the Good Housekeeping Magazine. The
bers-of the Association, and approximately 115 miles
sidered.
and at least 12 gearing were re- in their class in the ,Southland. It
October number of Good Housekeeping was placed on
of line.
.
was
clash
between
the
a
cne
of
Richmond
was
born
in
"Mr.
good
yardand
a
,judgment
good
woman
injured,
including
a
ported
Southeastern Kentucky, or there- sale at your dr,ug store, last Tuesday,-September 20. Buy
whoseti leg was broken on the best teachers' college in the North- arge.
This newspaper endorses rural electrification
west
against
one
of
the
best
in
about
He was long connected your copy now. It will support the fact,that'your weekly
man
used
every
Stewart
Coach
deck
a tossing steamer.
as one of the major progressive moves of this centhat he carried on the long jaunt with the Louisville school system, newspaper is the best advertising medium in America and
Appeals were sent to neighbor- the South.
tury. Explanatory meetings will begin Monday in
Murray completed 3 passes for for the inter-sectional classic, leav- and mow has been extending his is more closely read than any other type of advertising
ing towns fa- fire-fighting equipvarious communities. Take advantage of the opporment to aid the New London ,de- 33 yards in 10 attempts while Su- ing only; three of the squad of 33 acquaintanceship inoWestern Ken- medium. The first advertisement appears in this Week's"
tunity to attend the meeting in your own community
partment, hampered by debris lit- perior gathered 25 yards on two at home. No injuries were sas- tucky. So. from a' geographical paper.
tamed. Following two weeks' of crnsideration, and politicians lay .
tering the streets. Mobilization of passes In 13 attempts.
whenever it is held and thoroughly acquaint yourThis recognition of the Ledger & Tittles by anMurray's kickers, McRaven, Yar- practice the Thoroughbred* will great store by it, he is in a favorthe National Guard was delayed
self with the proposition the REA has to o'ffer.
becalise of the collapse of com- brough, and Spalding. looked very jcurney to Murfreesboro. Tenn.., to able situation, He is, in addition, other national advertiser; supports our slpgan, Kentucky's
Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper, • — —
be tight-in pour home!
munication Vines.
—
good in their attelffpts sbOvring "b11‘et -The strong Tennessee eleven. a good speaker."
'"Let
__ •

Men Are Injured
In Wreck Tuesday

Terrific Storm
Lashes Coast

Radio Course in
Newspaper Work
To Be Broadcast

St. Louis Child Is
Buried at Hazel
•

Let There Be Light ....
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County to Merge

dun Nance. hErs, ;male Pus.
Mrs. Huntas Mulct, Mre. Lawrence, -Styles. Mrs. Gertie Styles,
.(Continued from Page One)
Mrs. Sam Wilson. Mrs. Hattie Lee
Patients admitted to the Wilbeen
the
and
stalk
means
Jack
Hargraves, Mrs. Lameria Nance.
than just a legend liam Mason Memorial Hospital year period by the censumers with,
Mrs. Neva Paschall, Mrs. Martha something more
Anse See any of the officers or
interest at 3 and a half per cent.
Kelso, son of during the past week:
James
Robert
to
Can Calloway ri.ounty farmers I the. money with which to wire directors
Fdgar
Armstrong
Mrs.
Is
Moore, Mrs.
Paschall. Mrs. Iva
named, or ask at the
Palmersville,
In establishing 220 miles of line
McGuire,
M.
J.
of
the
Robert
Kelso,
- 771 their lioaissrmy---"house- and to purchase farm
and
Mrs.
Mr.
reel* get elecrrOn
Birthday
Minorca
Exie Paschall, Mrs. J. S. SmotherCounty Agent's office, the Farm
I appliances?
Tenn.; Milili Christine Cooper, Big for $200,000. the Association has
Lynn Grove-Protemus road,
loon?
Morrie.
Rhoda
Mrs.
man,
Faroffice
of
the
at
or
Bureau,
Friends and relatives gethemid et
I Ans.: Yes. The Rural ElectrifiJames planime some butterbeans Sandy, Tenn.; Ina Marie Triplett, saved an original expense of*$20,cant it.
• • • • •
Ans.: Yes
for the the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
cation Administration has inch- land R,blains, attorney
this spring, and bushes came am Murray; Mrs. Mabel Billington, 000.
Ajllary
Of
Girls
Slaking
project.
Armstrong Sunday, September 18.
= ested that it will make available
They grew pods from Murray; Albert Wayne Willard, „Each member of the Association
instead.
Hew can t1..
Spring Meets
in honor • of Mrs. Armstroeses
the local cooperative'
13 to 15 inches long, and inside Murray: Mrs. C. C. Starks, Mur- pays a retainer fee of $5:00. This
members, uf leareugh
Ans.: By bees
priv11 I am now served by a
fortieth birthday. At the man
the West Kentueey rural Electric money to be loaned to farmers
The Girls Auxiliary of Sinking the pods were from 10 to 20 beans,. ray; Mrs. Ralph Jones, Owens- is exactly the ameunt users of
- ate utility company. can I become hour' a wonderful dinner
was Spring met at the home of their" each twice the size of an osclinary boro; Dr. Norval E. Green. Calvert utilities electricity in the city must
needing this asistsance.
.:.:10f1.
Cooperative- Co:
a member of the cooperative?
spread.
W. E. Wyatt, Murry; deposit as payment on their metCity;
butterbeam
leader, Miss Wilma Hartsfield,
Ans.: No. The cooperative does
When 'will it have to be paid
Mrs. Roulhac Hattie, McKenzie, ers, but in the case of the rural
afternoon was spent In so- urday afternoon. September 17, at
What is that!
The
not compete with private enterTeen.: Mrs. Raymond Colson, Mur- set-up no extra charge will be
Ara.: It is a non-profit, coop- back!
2 o'clock for the second program.
rur- cial conversations.
ray; W. • D. Chester, Eva. Tenn.; made to rural consumers for a
Ans.: Over a period up to five prise. It was formed to serve
and
were: Mr. and They decided on a name for the
erative corporation owned
present
Those
.
al people who do net live in areas
Robbie -Lee Vinson, Model, Tenn.; meter or transformer if they are
operated by farmers in thisearea.• yibars..
Mrs. Luther R'sters and daughter. Auxiliary which is Sarah Eddiecongested enough that private utilMrs. Ivan Edwin Henderson, New within 1,000 feet of the main line.
organized under the provisions of
Mrs. Edd Watson men, who is the youngest missand
Mr.
Joettee
ities have been interested Ui enerThe farmer, however, agrees to
Concord.
the 1936 Rural Electrification Art • When should I sign an applicaMr. and Mrs. 'Connie Armstrong. ionary in Palestine. There were
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Youth -Grows
Monster Bean

Maddox and W. 1-LaWeake

Ask Your Question About the REA; How can I join the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Then Read This Article for Answer Cop?
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Ground

Stice Leads Bluff
To 4-2 Win Over
Hazel Nine Sunday

STOVES!

STOVES!„

NOTICE!

COLD WEATHER HERE!
PERFECTION OIL HEATERS $6.25
SHEET IRON HEATERS

$1'25

!

WASHINGTON RANGE

HORSE SHOW

'275°

LAUNDRY STOVES

$6'5°

I Neely & Son
Hazel,

PLANTING TIME IS HERE!

TRY
AND SEE IF YOUR CASH
DOES NQT GO FURTHER!

Card of Thanks
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New Concord High
"Motion Pictures'
School
Greatest Year"
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Any Old Clothes?
Small'Village at
Give Them to Needy, Pickwick co Be '
Moved To G'ville

Young Forgers
Get $.50 on Check;
Part Is Recovered

Turtles Wait
For Big Race
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Chrisman who came to attend the
exander last Wednesday.
funeral services for his mother,
Bert Russell's fine mare was inMrs. - Pat Chrlsman.
Our symjured recently when the animal
pathy is extended these sorrowing
rolled on a nail. s
children.
Mrs. Willis Manning has been
Persons who have old clothes,
Mrs. Mabel Stom an,. children shoes, or any other sort of apparel
real sick but is reported to be
"Harvest Dream" and otheN May
long faces. The reason? Concord
Two youngsters, barely in
and Mrs. Mattie Johnsn spent suitable for pupils in school to i
some better at this writing.
Find Tough Going When They
Campaign plans of the motion
their teens, watked confidentcame out on the little end of a
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Bess wear will find grateful hnd ap-t KNOXVILLE, Tenn., Sept. 22Mrs. Charles Watson is recuperaC'ome up Against
Part of a small village housing
ly into a local bank Tuesday. Linville.
4-3 score with Faxon's softball picture industry's million dollar ting nicely following an operation.
preciative receivera.in many pu"Front Page"
advertising drive to make the Mrs. Watson has been returned to
TVA workers will be lifted from
One canied a check written
team.
pits
attending
school
in
this
coun1
Miss Br atrice Johnson visited
Pickwick Landing Dam in West
out for $50 and bearing the
If you see a smug and self- .general public more conscious her home.
ty.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stom and fam,
Dream. Permanen_11
Harvest
Tennessee and set down again at
signature of a prominent county
satisfied loaking boy or girl any- than ever before 'of thp glamour
Mr. -and Mrs. Comus Alexander
Such persons having old clothes
ily Thumsday night.
the site of the Gilbertsville, Ky . Wave. Jimmie. School Bus, Up-t'
resident.
where around, think nothing of it: and entertainment value of the visited Saturday night at the home
get
in
touch
with
Mrs.
Dew
Bro. Jewel Norman filled his
dam. 184 miles down the Tenri.as- date. Black Diamond, Tornado, and
A teller in a moment of hesiit's mrely cne of our seniors who screen, arerapidly nearing com- of the latter's uncle, Henry Byers,
regular monthly appointment at Drop Rowlett, phone 157-W in see river, the TVA has :announced. ' Service were new entries in the
tation questioned the authentihas just sent in his order for his pletion. The intensive drive will east of Hardin.
Risenhoover,
New Providence Church of Murray, or Mrs. Lula
I The Authority said a contract widely advertised Turtle Derby to
city of the note, but one of the
ring. The seniors chose a hatural -begin on September 1 and will
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wilkins spent
Christ last Lord's day afternoon. also in Murray, who will be glad . ad been ejosed with A. A. Bal- be held at Lynn grove Friday
boys said:
gold ring in a modern design with continue through December 31, the week-end at the home of
to see that the apparel gets to the
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis as Grubbs
lçw of Sheffiqd, Ala., for moving night, September, 33.
"We had no money, and needs
• ,0
the year in black enamel. Very under the taint sponsorship of his mother, Mrs. Wilkins, near
visited Mr. and Mrs. Gug Mc- perstms who need it most.
the60
houses at a cost to the agency
distributors
and
producers,
The Musray Wholesale Grocery
were
pressing.
My
mother
sold
od-looking.
,Mayfield.
Swain and baby, and Mrs. Nellie
.indiAlthough
'
Of
$17.820.
"Harvest
:etre
the
exhibitors.
chose
Ccmpany
our
only
cow.
Ths
check
was
The boys, back from the State
A great deal of moving is sateFIRST UHRISTLAN CHURCH I "By
Oliver Sunday afternoon.
saTvbging '-ffifin
circuits tiled to take place around here.
trila
earn";
11-7ofdan & Son, of
in payment for the t ansfer."
Fair, wrmounce that a good -Trne vidual' studios or film
Mr.
and
?ars.
J.
W.
Salmon
and
weeks,.
fashion,' the' Authority said, "the Brown's Greve, took "Jimmie";
Picture
have
held
Greater
The teller smiled in sympawas had by 'all. They related
.-Mr.--and Mrs. Comus Alexander
'"Facing
Student
*
Problems,"
will
Lelon Thomas visited Mr. and
at dif- will go to Hardin Byer's place east law, "I'm sorry", he said, and
I TVA saves in the cost of housing "School Bus" was good enough for
many amusing incidents, one of Fall Festivals and the like,
aes. G. E. Linville and Dot and be the lesson subject of a new itsaemployes at the new spilberts- Hardy Rogers; The Bank of Murhe handed over the $50.
the most comical happening when frrent intervals, this is the first of Hardin, Herbert Hargis will
series
which
the
minister,
A.
V.
Mr. and Mrs. GarVin,Linville from
all
1 vine job."
ray figured a ,suitable corrollary
The boys walked out.
Tidwell's.
one of the boys was talcen for the time the entire industry in
move
back .to Bud
Havens, will begin in the young
Friday to Monday.
underThe contract was one of five re- to it own instituilon would be
A later check-up revealed the
Claudie Venable and family will
teacher. He let the mistake ride its many branches has
people's class next Sunday morn- cently awarded' by the TVA for
Mr. and Mrs. Limey.. Clark visit"Up-to-date" and selected accordcheck was a forgery. The boys
and was never found out Which taken group actien to impress the move to a place about 4 miles
ing. All young people of the colessential place south of Murray. Mr. and Mrs.
were brought before the court. ed Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Farris and lege or of college age should find equipment and services valued at ingly: Frank Pool wanted the
just goes to prove the old saying, world with the
come to James Parker will move where "After two hours of questioning
about $302,000. '
Dot, Saturday night and Sunday.
"Black Diamond"; Falwell and
"You can't judge a book by its American movies have
these lessons of particular help.
Jones were not afraid of "TornaMisses Earlene and Henrietta
occupy in the life of the nation.
in which the youths more than
cover."
Mr. Venable is now. Mr. Parker
Nell and Sue The Sunday School led by Supt.
does", and said they'd have one,
Stom
visited
Misses
led
officers
to
herald
held
their
own,
one
chosen
The
slogan
last
spring.
the
property
bought
Mrs. Rain's dramatic club is
R. L. Wade will begin at 9:30,
Morris, Sunday afternoon.
if you please; Mai-Donne Beauty
straight
through
heavy
darkness
Hollywood's
conof
the
virtues
Reggie
Byers
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
underway and expect to put on
"Looking Forward To Marriage,"
Shop decided a "Permanent Wave"
Mrs. Mavis Harmon and Mrs.
as a bee-line into a weedfield
some good programs in the near tribution to humanity is, "Motion week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
is
the
subject
of
a
new
series
of
By Myrtle Cole
is always welcome; and R. H. VanElla Adams went to see Uncle Joe
and to a stone unter which
Pictures Are Your Best Entertain- Comus Alexander.
future.
discussions 'which will be held in- They put me on the cradle roil
develde & Company from long
Robertson Monday afternpon.
several of the bills were hidMr. and - Mrs. Howard Hanley
The boys, alter several days of ment," and as part of the plan
experience *new that "Service" iss
Miss Mary McCuiston Is visit- the Young People's Society of
den.
As soon as I was here.
hard work, finally got their ball to promote and stimulate increas- spent Friday night and, Saturday
ing Mr. and Mrs: L. D. Linville Christian Endeavor beginning Sun- And started me to Sunday School alvlays winner in the long run.
The charge was not pressed
diamond cleared off. The girls ed interest in the 120 new pic- with his brother, Clyde Hanley,
day night at 6:30, The introducMore than 50 turtles are new enand family.
against the boys, but they were
Before I'd lived a year—
descended, in a body, and took tures which will be released dur- and Mrs. Hanley and family near
rolled in the race, and Lynn Grove
We-had an error 'in our news tory discussion will be on the Oh! very much before the date
warned severely never to atpossession of it.
Consequence: ing the Fall season, a "Movie Benton.—Brown Eyes.
last week. We said Miss Ola 'Linn subject, "The Gal of Marriage.'
tempt such again.
That brought thy birthday 'round high school officials expect at least
The boys are hard at work on a Quiz" contest is to be launched
was visiting in Murray when she It will be led by the minister. The Indeed, I think a month, or less,' 10 more by derby night. The last
new diamond. The boys in the September first, with 5000 indiBROOKS CHAPEL SCHOOL
report we had. "Front Page", this
had put one over on the neigh- following' Sunday evening. Dr. Hal
Had passed. when I was found
grades are following their older vidual prizes totaling the neat
borhood by going to Davenport, Houston, college physician and Attending Sunday school each newspaper's contribution to the
brother's
example and
getting Sum of $250,000. The first prize
The honor roll -for this month
cause of worthy turtle races, is'
Iowa, and getting marired to Al director of the Keys-Houston Clinic
week;
their diamond ready. We just is annotoced as $50,000 mad be- is as follows; first grade, Elizabeth
going strong and we wouldn't be
ccurson on September 9. Cons Hospital, will lead a discussion
very
nice.
I
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four
other
number-of
sides
a
they
get
to
keep
it!
hope
Ann Jones, .he Dean Culver, NetMrs. Hayden Walston and chil- gratujations!
on, "The Biological Background of And ever since I've kept it up.
surprised if • he speeds across the
will
be
there
figure
awards,
five
The fiht grade pupils have startlie Love Culver, Mary Jo Ramsey; dren, iMiss Beaulala Fergerson,
Sex."
These
discussions
are
Lynn Grcve, arena like Captain
'I haven't missed but twice.
Mrs. Ad Farris was very p:eased their first readers, a big event se veral hundred "consolation" third grade. Norma Jean Jones, Mrs. Cody Cortharn and children,
framed to be cf vital interest to And when I get to be grown-up
Eyeston did across the Utah Salt
$25..
children
from
$10
to
by
her
prizes
ranging
antly
surprised
In their young lives. Remember
William Arlie Jones; fifth grade, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Binkely and
young people and college students
Flats. No, not a bit!
I
still
shall
want
to
go
the
form
Monday
take
supper
contest
will,
a
birthday
The
with
how thrmilled you were?
Ella Mae Waldrop; and seventh daughter spent
Sunday in Golin particular. Most college, stu- TO Sunday _school_mx -whole
_
-cera
Mrs.
concerning
and
questionanire
home-of
Mr.
a
c
f
h--theThe teachers of New Concord,
grade, Julia
conda, Ill., with Wr. analrfs
dents marry skrartly after leaving
long,
DANC/NG SCHOOL CONTINUES
Aubrey Farris at Cherry. A pink
the local board member and his tain scenes in the August. Septem- ver, and Junior Culver.
Kelly Ross.
college and the church is interestBecause I love it-so!
of
all
_candles
releases
cake
with
61
'October
and
white
and
Wife, Mr. and Mrs., Gardie Lassi- ber
We are very proud of the honor
ed
in
helping
them
find
a
more
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus and decorated the table while a steak
dancing
Smith
Krystal
The
ter, are planning a fish 'fry for major studios. The committee in roll this month, and are hoping
abundant life in marriage as well
schosl, which reopened for n fall
charge of this division of the drive there will be more on it raPict son spent the week-end in Padu- and chicken supper with other
Wednesday, September 21. •
cah with Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert eatables were served to the fol- as in other fields.
term here September 12, has
ia Our senior, Julia Coleman who is now engaged in making up a month.
The Sunday morning church
Reeves.
changed its class dates from -"Monlowing:
Mr. and Mrs. Verge
.4
in the hospital recovering froth rotogravure booklet which will
The seventh and fifth grades
Mrs. Ralph Cleaver of Paducah Stubblefield and grandson, Jack. service will be held at 10:45.
days and Thursdays to Tuesdays
appendicitis operation is, we list all the productions to be issued have been making -some, history
spent a few days last week with Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Farris and "Faith. Repentence and Baptism."
and Fridays. The classes are now
of
Pool
Town,
a
Rex
Darnell
ale glad to announce, progressing during these three months. Be- and
booklets.
The
geography
is the subject of the series from
of the
Dot; Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Geurin.
neath an illustration from each seventh grade is making bird and Mr. and Mrs. Will Cleaver.
precinct of the city of' Milrway, is meeting in the basement
nicely. •
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Smith of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Farris and which the morning's sermon will
National hotel.
and
question
be
a
will
production
second
crop
of
June
marffeting
his
study
hall
At this .writing our
flower booklets. be delivered. A business meeting
Paris and Mrs. Smith's sister of
under the trees is getting rather five different answers. ContestOur .candy contest we started Mayfield, spent Sunday with Mr. son.
of the congregation will be held apples. At least, the tree is of
select
the
to
required
are
ants
Foster
and
and
Mrs.
J.
H.
Mr.
We Buy
chilly, to say the least. The diflast week is now completed. Those and Mrs. Minus Barnett.
immediately following the service. the June apple variety.
Last June, Darnell harvested his
Jimmy Dale visited Mr. and Mrs.
ficulty now is how to get all correct answers out of the five. winning the contest were: Eudell
"The Growing Seed," will be
Kelly
and
Mr. and Mrs. Bob
need
one
entrant
an
become
To
HAMS
POULTRY,
apples,
regular
crop
of
red-striped
EGGS,
of the pupils indoors at the same
prize, seventh son spent Sunday with the form- George Coles Saturday night.
Chadwick, first
the sermon subject at the Sunday
concerning
—Poop-Deck -Peppy night church service which will and he's doing the same thing this
and CREAM
time. Oh well, maybe we will not answer questions
grade; James Harris, third grade, er's tsrother at Brien.sburg.
all the 'productions that will • be seeond prize; Jean Jones, third
September. Burbanks could have
figure out a way by spring.
begin at 7:30.
Mrs., Lice Jones is sick at this
Special Prices on Field Seeds
taken lessons from him.
Concord' boys' team will meet named in the booklet, but can se- grade.
We want to thank' the writing.
A. V. Havens, Pastor
total.
sum
the
our
of
Phone 38 For Quotations
any
30
lect
Kirksey at Concord's diamond
peopleof this community for helpMrs. Mate Jones who has been
Friday. The boys' and girls' team. These booklets, giving all the ing us.
Webster
county
4-H
clubs
inSell Feeds and Seeds
We
seriously
ill for the past two
both, played Hazel at Hazel, Tues- piles and details of the contest are
cluded trips to caves and other
Our school went on a picnic weekg, is some better at this writall
theafree
in
day. The final scores were: girls'. to be distributed.,
places of interest in their summer
at Peggy Ann Spring Friday, Sep- ing.
States
Hazel 5, Concord_lOs boys', Hazel tres throughout the United
program.
tember 9. We all spent the day.
has
had
a
Bro.
Lawrenece
visiting
in
Arnold
Sills
is
Mrs.
miland Canada. Some fifty-odd
P. Curie rd 7.
Everyone had a nice time.
severe attack of appendicitis and
Chieago.
Three members of the Hazel
lions of them will soon roll off the
Irvan, coultty
"Goodness never fails to receive
Virginia
Miss
Woodall's
adult was unable to continue the meet- Chapter of Future Farmers of
Maud
Miss
presses and one is your.k or the health nurse, visited our school
its reward, for goodness makes
Bro,
R.
F.
Store.
ing
'at
Taylor's
bedspreads
will
have
Tufted
school
It Pays to Read thy tiassirieds
returned
Saturday
from
America,
asking. at the box-office of your and gave the typhoid vaccination.
East Maple (Depot) St.
on exhibit at her home Wednesday Gregory preached Thursday night a trip to the Kentucky state fair life a blessing."—Mary Baker Eddy.
lOcal theatre.
We are expecting her back,next evening', September 28. at 3 o'clock. and Bro. Roy Peters conducted at Louisville. where they entered
Manager Clifton Morris of the Thursday to give the last one.
skin Was Full of Pimples
About 15 spreads, will be shown. the services until the close of the as a dairy judging team.
Blemishes from Constipation" Capitol Theatre advises that the
week were as You are invited to attend.
Our visitors 1
meeting Sunday night.
Ways Verna Schlepp: "Since using contest booklets have arrived and
They were Ro,bert Craig, Frank
follows: Paul 'Culver, Edward
Adlerika the pimples are gone. My
A large crowd attended Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Barefield pf
conasking.
The
for
the
are
free
skin is smooth and glows with
Jones, Edward Chadwick, Cantrell Paducah spent Sunday with Mr. School and preaching services at Cochran, and Robert Hendon. Prof.
Carmon Parks, agricultural ad-health." Adlerika washes BOTH test is running now and the curTalmage Sims, Mrs. Toy and Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis.
this place. Bro. Pryor Enoch, a
bowels, and relieves constipation rent photoplay, "Rich Man, Poor Jones,
visor, accompanied them to 'LouisJones and little daughter, Barbara
Surrendered
to
man
who
young
that so often aggravates a bad comMr. and Mrs. Raymond Thorn
movie conplexion. Dale, Stubblefield & Co., Girl". is one of the
June, Mrs. Arlie Jones, Mrs. Max spent Sunday with Mrs. Maydelle the ministry a few days ago, gave ville Thursday.
On Friday morning the boys
Druggists—in Hazel by Turnbow test pictures. Don't delay in start- Walston, Mrs. Arlie Culver. Naomi,
a very good message on "Faith".
Lee.
Drug Co.
ing. watch this newspaper for Clement, and Daniel Waldrop.
entered the dairy judging conincrease
in
There was a good
Mr. and Mrs. Ocus Puckett_ will
among 90
Coming attractions.
We are planning to have a pie build a new home in Dexter.—C. A. the Training Union 'Sunday night test, placing sixteenth
teams th'a't were entered.
supper at Brooks Chapel school
and a 'very interesting program
October the first. Saturday night.
was given by the adults.
Union county 4.11 club members
come.
The
invited
to
Everyone is
The MIS met last Wednesday won $175 in prizes at the swine
benefit
pie supper will be for the
interesting
very
afternoon.
A
and
Mr. and Mrs. Linis Carson
show at Evansville, Ind
It appears as if winter is drawof the scho61.—Written by Eudell
program was enjoyed by all presUdell Watson and wife left last
at all times for
ing near. I guess we'll soon have
Wilma Culver.
Chadwick
and
in
were
33
members
ent. There
week for their homes in Detroit
Jack Frost with us.
attendance.
When You Need
after visiting relatives in Calloway
Mrs. Flora Adams, whd has been
The Girls Auxiliary met with
caunty for a few days.
a Laxative
very ill for the past four weeks,
Miss Wilma Hartsfielsi Saturday
Mrs. Dixie Palmer spent Tuesday'
Thousands of men and IWOMMI
is some improved at this writing.
atfernoon. There were alss two know how wise it is to take Blackof- last week as. the guest of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Brandon
new members and one-visitor: '•
Draught at the first sign of constiGladys Mitchell. Mrs. Palmer asand children of Faxon, visited
Phone 44I-13th and W. Main.
We hope everyone will becotne pation. They like the refreshing resisted Mrs. Mitchell in quilting.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. ClarPhone 531—East Main
more concerned in the prayer lief it brings. They know its timely
Mr. and Mrs. -Barney Herndon
Bobbie Grogan and five of his ence McDainel.
meeting and will come and be use may Sal, e them from feeling
DIDIDEADEOF31[DiEljEM visited Mr. and Mrs. Comus Al- Future Farmers of America memBill Duncan, Miss Edith Dunbadly and possibly losing time at
with ua • each Wednesday night.
ol can and son visited Sunday with
work from sickness brought on by
bers of Lynn Grove high scho
'Mattie Jo Tinsley spent Thurs- constipation.
returned Saturday froth -Louisville Mr. and Mrs. Everett Duncan,
day night with Iva Nell WilkerIf you have to take a laxative ocwhew they attended the State
Miss Juanita Holland spent Frison and attended church services casionally, you can rely on
Fair and where three of the boys day night with Miss Dorothy Wilat Taylor's Store.
engaged in judging dairy cattle in liams.
A surprise birthday dinner was
the State contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Brooks and
given in honor of Mrs. Edgar
Lynn Grove placed sixth in R:afe Brooks visited Mr. and Mrs.
A GOOD LAXATIVE
Arnastrbas birthday Sunday.
VERY now and then a poultry
Kentucky among 'ninety teams Elton Oakley
Wednesday night.
raiser v.-alks in and reports
competing. Boys on Lynn Groves Mr. Oakley is suffering with a
that his hens aren't doing so
team who made the trip in addi- broken leg, which we hope wit.'
_
good in egg production. We
tion to Professor Grogan were soon improve.
switch them to Purina Layena,
'Earl Scherffius, Preston Cotham,
J. F. Wells of Midway, is visitthe complete' laying feed, or
and Elvis Edward Jones. regulars, ing this week with his grandPurina Lay Chow, the suppleand Ralph B. Crouch and Howard duNghter, Mrs. Corinne Winches•
Rogers, alt6rhates.
ter at-Rico.
ment to go with home grown
Faxon won ninth in the judging
Miss Ernestine Towery was a
grain, and in a short time those
contests.
Saturday night guest of Miss Juapoultry raisers are back telling
nita Holland. us they can see the difference
These whia. attended a singing
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
Purina makes. Their hens are
at Kirksey Sunday from around
doing better. Stop in and let ushere, were Mr. and Mrs. Otho
show you the egg records of
Winchester, Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
CALL 24 or 25
many poultry raisers around
Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Carts
here who are griming ahead
Brooks, Rafe B.rooks, and Paul'
If you buy 3 Jello or
feeding Purina Laying C..howsl
Hopkins,
20c
Jello Pudding
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Winchester.
you can buy 1 Pudding for __ lc Mr. J. F. Wells and Hester KenJust a few of our many bargains from our Grocery
15 oz. Surimaid Seedless
• 'dall motored to Paducah Saturday.
Department
Mason Ross and Miss Nell Crass
10c
Raisins
$1.29 visited Mr. and Mrs. Nati Adams
48 lbs. Exclusive flour
afternoon.
95e Sunday
48 lbs. Goad Flour
The' limns,' good number attended
100 lbs. Godchaux sugar ____ $4.80 Sunday school at Palestine Sunday
10 jhs, Saxne Ia.
'They- atinatinetd alritGallon Golden Sweet Etylitp __ 50c ing for Saturday night. Every55c one is invited—Blue Eyes.
'Gallon Silver Sweet
35c
New 6-gallon Can
U. B. Inspected Lard,
$4.80
50-11). can
10e
These cool days make us fear
Bulk Lard, lb.
15e Jack Frost-will surprise us with a
New Dates. pkg.
•
25c visit soon but we hope not.
3 cans Mackerel
(USE GOLD LEAF FLOUR FOR BEST RESULTS)
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Osbron and
10c
3 cans Potted Ham
PAYING for Eggs or Hams
25c
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas -Williams
25c
Quart Jar Peanut Butter
visited Mr. and Mrs. Muncie OsWE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR THE DAWSON
$1.25 brOn and family Sunday.
Canning Apples, bushel
You will find only the better grades -of MEATS
_
SPRINGS COAL COMPANY.
15e
Gallon Apples
Mrs. Ella Adams is visiting relain our MEAT DEPART/1W
Dr. LeGear's Poultry Prescription tives in ahis community.
YOT,VAN SAVE BY BUYING YOUR COAL NOW!
Uncle Jae Robertson Is not betwill-produce eggs—
BRING US YOUR HAMS AND EGGS
ter.
The
others
in
this
commun3 dozen eggs
$1.00 size for
40e ity who have been sick are bet50c size for
ter.
same price
Stock Powders
Branaford Morris. of Detroit,
Chas. Lynn
Rudolph Thurman
$1.85 spent from Thursday to Satur100 lbs. Laying Mash
95c day here. He accompanied Luck
50 lbs.
We Deliver—Phone 388
•
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HIGHEST QUALITY AT LOWEST
PRICES!
Coffee, Chase & Sanborn dated, 1 lb. 25c
That good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs. 25c
$4.48
Lard, 50-lb. cans
Lady
Betty,
Dressing,
qt.
.
.
. 23c
Salad
Lynn Grove Flour, 24-lb. bags . . 59c
Soda, Arm & Hammer, 3 boxes . . 10c
. 35c
Bacon, Armour's Star, 1-lb. box
lbs.
23c
Oleo, Realnut, 2
25c
Cherries, No. 2 cans, 2 for
Peaches, No. 21/2 cansobest quality
35c
in heavy syrup, 2 for" '
No. 2 Corn Field Brand,3 cans . . 23c
'23c
Mops, String or Cord
33c
Wash Boards, good ones
23c
box
large
Chipso,
20c
Life Buoy Soap, 3 bars

FULL LINE OF FRESH MEATS
OF ALL KINDS
We always pay highest prices for Fresh
Eggs and Good Hams
Phone 37
.• Prompt Delivery'

WEEKEND SPECIALS

Swann'a Grocery

r

Murray Route V

10-lb. Cloth Bag Sugar
No. 2-Can Orange or Grapefruit
Juice
No. 2 can Whole Tiny Greenteans
3 boxes Matches or Soda
2 lbs. Nice Evaporated Peaches
2 lbs. Pure Cocoa
1 lb. Pure Coffee (ground)
11 lb. Red Robe Coffee and Bowl
lb„ Marshmallows
1-lb. Butter Cream Sandwich
Cookies
2 lbs. Crackers"
Quart PeanurButter
2 Kix and Bowl
14 oz. Tomato Catsup

50c

10c
11k
10c
25c
20c
10c
25c
15c

15c
15c
25c
25c
10c

Kellowes Corn Flakes
Elastic Starch
Table Salt-Matches "
Bee Sweet
Bee Sweet l. • Vanilla Flavoring, $ yalue
Coffee, Arbuckle

J

2 for 15c
4 for 12c
3 Cm- 10c
6
for 17e
half -gallon 38c
1 gallon 70c
23c
2 lbs. 25c

•
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It you seem to have lost some of
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your strength you had for your
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Tenn.. spent several days last
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weather means "COAL' weather

You Can Save On Coal Now!
GET IN A SUPPLY! PRICES ARE DOWN!

YOUR PHOTO
8 FOR -10c

Don't Wait Until Winter Strikes!

•
Scattered News.

REX'S TRAILER
STUDIO
wEslitsvoN
•.. r. Ras.

1

TRADEWATER

WEBER and OWENSBORO WAGONS

•

INTERNATIONAL New - Type Steel
Hopper Wheat Drills, witta
and Seeder Attachment. "
•
ND
OX-BRA
FERTILIZER just re*Car
ceived, in most excellent *drilling condition, put %Win 100-lb. bags, easy to
*
handle.
.
•
FIELD SEEDS and SEED SOWERS
•

ONLY HIGH -GRADE JELLICO

Highest Grade Stoker Ccial on' the Market

F.

•
Sexton Bros. Hdw. Co.

- ThorritonliUilding

Telephone 81
PIE SUPPER

I

Quality Right

. Weighed Right

MURRAY CONSUMERS
COAL & ICE CO.

relieves

.COLDS,
Fever and
Headaches
Tablets.
, Our to folds
Salve, Nose Drop

Best Grade West Kentucky Lump, Egg,
Nut, and Screenings

Priced Right

There will be a pie supper as
Chestnut Grose :school 1 Si;i urda.s•
nieht. Septembei 24 • Plenty of i

.We also have a full line of Heating Stoves, `both
Coal and Wood — Coal Hods, Shovels .
Fire Screens

Phone 64 for ServICE
Kentucky

Murray

Ice is the Rest and Cheapest Refrigerant K4wn to Science
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Copy flor this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.
sinking Spring W. M. U.
Meets

Hill,

Mrs. Mildred

Adams, Mrs.

Fredonia Marine, Mrs. Virginia
1 Pea,
Mrs. Lillie Underwood, Mrs.

party plate was served by the hosts
assisted by Mrs. Roy Farmer and.
Mrs. Autrey Farmer.
Members of the Home Department this year are Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft, Miss Cappie Beale, Miss Betty Beale, Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Mrs.
B. F. Berry, Mrs. C. H. Bradley.
Mrs. R. E. Broach, Mrs. M. G,. Carman, Mrs. T. W. Crawford, Mrs.
Carlisle Cutchin, Mrs. A. F. Doran,
Mrs. C. C. Duke, Mrs. J. A. Dulaney, Mrs. Arthur Farmer, Mrs.
Ed Farmer, Mrs. Marvin Fulton,
Mrs. Henry Gatlin. Mrs. L. D. Hale,
Mrs. N. P. Hutson, Mrs. Fred
James, Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins, Mrs.
C. H. Jones, Mrs. Melus Linn, Mrs.
E. B. Ludwak, Mrs. S. M. Lyons.
Mrs. Bruce Maguire, Mrs. W. H.
Mason, Mrs. W. J. Mecoy, Mrs. J.
S. Pullen, Mrs. William Purdom-,
Mrs. Leslie R. Putnam, Mrs..A. L.
Rhodes, Mrs. Luther Robertson,
Mrs. John Ryan, Mrs. G. B. Scott,
Mrs. J. D. Sexton. Mrs. D. H.
Siress, Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, Mrs.
Burnett Warterfield, • Miss Alice
Waters.
••••
Mrs. Lassiter Is Host To
Book And Thimble Club

On Wednesday evening, S
s teP-erni Iva Darnell and children, Treva
her 14, the women of tbe Sinking
Mae, Hyland K., and Princess Fay,
---"'-Spring W. M„ U.,het for .their
Mrs. Ayno Darnell, Maudie Marine,
regular assembly. The following
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Darnell, Mrs.
program was presented:
Laurine Hargrove and daughters.
Song, "Bringing in the Sheaves":
Irna Lee, Mrs. Laverne Lamb, Miss
scriptural reading. Mrs. Cloys LawNeva and Clara Pea, Miss Reba
rence; prayer, Mrs. Rhoda Morris.
Nell Hill, Miss Anna Fay and TreThe subject of the program was
ys Mae Adams, Joan Harrison.
"Missions". The following associaCatherine Sue Hill, Mae Frances
tions were discussed:
and Imogene Marine, Jean DarEnaerprise Association, Mrs. Rho- nell, Doris and Charles Rob
da Morris;
Greenup Association, Adams, and Ray Bazzell.
Mrs. Dora Myres; Greenville AsThose sending gifts were Ralph
sociation, Mrs. Edna McReyttOlds; Crouch, Robert Hake. Collie Hill,
Three
Fork
Association,
Mrs. Wilford Smith, Clayton and Claude
Mrs. Carroll Lassiter was host to
Queenie Keys-Central Region as a Hill, Dick and Rayburn G. Adams, the Book and Thimble Club at her
Mission Field, Mrs. Nora Howard; Edd Marine, Mrs. Minnie Ligon, home Friday afternoon.
Young Peoples Work in Central Mrs. Cotiel Bazzell, Carrie and Ruconversation
and
Needlework
Region, Mrs. Hattie Lee Gallo- payne Carter, Mrs. Nona Stubble- were enjoyed after which a deway: South Central Region as a field, Mrs. Robert Adams, Mrs. lightful salad coerse was served.
Mission Field, Mrs. Eupha Under- Edd Snow, Alvie Marine.
Members present were Mrs. Herwood; South Western Region as a
man Ross, Mrs. Byron Beard, Mrs.
Mission Field, Mrs. Adell Rich- Western 11Centuckians Meet
Herbert Dunn, Mrs. 011ie Chamardson; Regional Field Work. Mrs.
in waskington
bers, Mrs...sloe Baker, Mrs. Boyd
Jennie Guthrie, and closing prayer,
Gilbert, Mrs. Luther Jackson. Mrs.
Mrs. Nan Boyd.
The Marshall county constitu- Lester.Farer, Mrs. Charlie Hale.
Four new members were put on ency in Washington held their sixth Mrs. Dewey Jones, Mrs. Carman
roll making 33 members and two annual picnic at Miller's Cabin in Graham. Additional guests were
visitors present.
Rock Green Park Sunday after- Mrs. Orvis Wells. Mrs. Wallace
Our next meeting will be held noon, September 11. 1938. A boun- Key, Mrs. Wade Crawford, and
at the church on Wednesday after- tiful dinner was spread, after which Mrs. Price Lassiter.
• • • ••
noon. September 28.
Many old fashioned games were
• • • • •
played along the lines of the art as Laisise: Faire Meets With
practiced in Marshall County years
Mrs. Solon Darnell is Honored
Mrs. Broach
ago..
With Shower
Members of the Laissez Faire
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Jennie Black and Mrs. Ber- Mrs. - Virgil Brown and son, James: Club and several guests were enterHill
entertained
in
honor
of
tba
Mrs. E. F. Bloomingburg and sons, tained Thursday afternoon by Mrs.
Mr. and- Mrs. Solon Darnell with J. P. Minter and daughter. Mary; Marry Breach at her home on
a household and kitchen shower Mr. and Mrs. Barber Palmer and Olive Street
on Saturday 'afternoon. September son, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Minter,
The hours were spent Informal10, at the home of Mrs. Evie Hill. Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Minter and
Dainty refreshments were
ly.
Many utilizable gifts were re- children, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
served by the hostess. °
ceived by the honoree. The after- Schemell and daughter.
Those present were Mrs. - Frank
noon was spent in social conformMr. and Mrs. John Horton and Albert
Stubblefield__ Mrs. Hal
ities, a feature of which was the children. Mr. and Mrs. John Cot- Houston, Mrs. C. S. Lowry, Mrs.
service by the hosts of sandwiches, ton and daughter. My. and Mrs.
S. M. Lyon, Mrs. F. E. Crawford.
cake, and lemonade.
Ulas Harrison and children, Mr. Miss Evelyn Linn, Mrs. Ronald
Present were Mr. and Mrs. and
Mrs. Reese Harrison and Churchill, Mrs. Elliott Wear, Mrs.
Marshall Fuqua-and children. Don daughter. Mr. and Mrs, Richard Jack Kennedy, Mrs. A. B. Austin,
and Julia Ann, Mr. and Mrs. Os- Conner, Mrs. Pearl Duley and sons, and Mrs. A. D. Butterworth.
• •.• •
good Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Mr. and Mrs. Archie Ford and
LambSsAlr. and Mae.- 4. 1)...Lamb, von, Mrs --and- Mae.0, L. hlotrundro ‘Mr. And Mrs. Otto SwannMrs. Ora Adams, Mrs. Lillie Bar- and daughters; Miss Lucille
Entertain
..ell, Mrs. Mae . Marine. Mr. and Karnes, and Miss Alma Armstrong.
On Saturday evening. SeptemMrs. Dan Hill, Mrs. Alvie Marine,
The following guests were presMr. and Mrs. Teeron Crouch, Mrs. ent: Mrs. May Posner, Miss Mary ber 17, Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann
Miss entertained at their home with a 6
Helen Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Sell Lea. Miss Rose Pynicle
Black and children. Freda Fay, Gladys Conry, John Freeney, -Al- o'clock dinner in honor of Mr. and
Dortha Mae, Dewoin, and Ivan, fred Palmer, Richard Gibson, and Mrs. Ronald Churchill and children, Martha, Minnie Lee, and SonMrs. Mattie Jones, Mrs. Frances Harry Forbes.
Marine, Mrs. Foil Hill, Mrs. Mae
As usual, those present indulged ny.
in some talk about some forty or
more known Marshall countians in Mr. Call Fatrelle Is Honored
s• 9 Washington who were absent. NotOn Sunday, September 4,
ably among those was the Griffith
Cull Futrelle, of Model. Tenn..
family, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Grifwas pleasantly surprised when
fith of Benton having recently left
neighbors and relatives gathered
the city; Mr. and Mrs. Clay G.
in the home with baskets of foed
Walker, Mrs. Martin Cooper and
and gifts in honor of his seventy-son, George: and Mr. and Mrs.
fifth birthday.
Clarence Roberts.
A bountifut dinner was spread
It was agreed that a like meetat the noon hour and 147 were
ing would be held at the same
present as follows:
"place on the second Sunday in
Mr. and Mrs. Cull Futrelle, Mr.
All Marshall
September. 1939.
and, Mrs. Joe Martin and chilcountians are invited and expected
dren, J. C., Bettie Jo. and Carrie
to be present.
Sue of Dover; Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Irvin and children, Robbye, Elroy.
Stitch And Chatter Club
Ella, and Ann; Mr. and Mrs. MarHolds Meeting
vin Allen and children, Lwis,• LaMrs. Lena Watkins was hostess verne— and Louise; Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday afternoon at her home Marie Allen, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
children,
Griffin
arid
on Twelfth street .to the Stitch Plomer
and Chatter Club. Informal en- James, Elroy, and Alice Ann;
tertainment was enjoyed during the Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Hicks and
daughter. Mary Lee; Mr. and Mrs.
afternoon.
A delightful salad course was J. H. Vinson.
served to Mrs. Vester Orr. Mrs. . Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vinson and
Goldie Orr, Mrs. Talmadge Robin- children: Geneva, Oleta, Nell, Robson, Mrs. Charlie Hale, Mrs. Joe bye, Audie and Jimmy; Mr. and
Baker, Mrs. Duran Fair, Mrs. Mrs. W. F. Vinson and children.
Claude Miller, Mrs. Johnnie Par- Grace and Dee; Mr. and Mrs. OsOwen;
ker, Mrs. Bryan ItIley, Mrs. Glen car Vinson and, son.
Mr. and Mis. Jesse Garland and
Jeffrey and the hostess.
• • • • •
children. WIcle and Kathryn; Ms.
and Mrs. C. S. Vinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Home Department Meets
Lloyd Vinson.
With Mrs. Farmer
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Vinson, Mr.
Mrs.rsi. Farmer opened her and Mrs. Thurman Sills and chilre,me last Thursday for the first
n, J. T.. Norma Jean and Mac;
meeting of the Home Departm
h bee, Sisstiole
Clu
Woman's
Murray
of the
entertaining
b
was assisted in
ey,' MaYieirod
R. E. Broach. Mrs. Fred James and and Mrs. E. V. Jackson and chilColors to harmonize with
Lovely
Purdorn.
Mrs. William
dren. Geneva, Omega: Nell. Oleta.
Costume and individualdahlias and zinnias in rich autumn Laverne. -E. V., J. T. and Reba
ity. Alluring ... youthful!
attractiveness
shades added to the
Jean; Mrs. - J. N. Futrelle • and
VITA-BLOOM for greater
of the spacious rooms.
daughter. Mavis.
beauty . . . better wear.
Mrs. A. F. Doran, chairman, preMr. and. Mrs. Dorris Futrelle
sided over the meeting. The pro- and daughter; Physcilla Dean; Mr.
gram was on "The Nurse." Mrs. nd Mrs. H. C. ViSson and son; M.
79Cland
C. H. Jones spoke c-n "The Care of J., Herman Keys Wicker, Mr. and
the Sick," Mrs. E. B. Ludwirk on Mrs. J. S. Knight and son, Joe:
-Amusements for the - Sick," and Mr. and, Mrs. Crit .Smith, Mr, and
B. Bailey had as. her sub- Mrs. Ardell Knightand son. Mrs.
ject 'afety in thsPHame;
Evelyn litsa-iNtrainel and daugh•
Murray
100 South Fifth Sliswe
During the social hour a pretty ter, Gene Math.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King and
a.
children, Virginia Louise. Dorothy
Jean and R. C.; Mr. and Mrs. Vats
...ABOUT LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES
Clark, Mrs, Roy Lassiter, all of
BUY?
VI)
BUT IND
Murray; Mrs. J. H. Thomas,
FRAZER
ELIZABETH
A4A4YSIS
BY
AN
Blanche, Meda, Hazel, Adue, John,
and Sap; Mr. and Mrs.- W. A.
D.
Futrelle and children, Garland,
A MODERN PLAGUE TNAT KILLS ONE OUT
Amos, Elias. Mavis. and Beatrice:
OF EVERY FOUR GIRLS WHO DIE!
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Thomas. R:
0 WHAT TO PO 7P PPOTECT YOUR CH/LPREN A6AbliST iT
H. Thanes. Mrs. John Thomas.
Mrs. Ada Smith, Mrs. Melvin
.WitY MARRY YOUNG?... SWING" GROWS UP....
Choate, Opal, Lou. Chappel and
E I NSTITUTE
FASHIONS FROM PARIS •
James Clayton; Mrs. Lon Skinner,
PAGES OF SPAR K LI NO FEATURES AND FICTION...
Myra Lets Lacey, Aries and Earl
B.: H. P.' TaylOr, Mrs. Beulah
Taylor.litrs. Bett4 Tailor. Mr. and
ALL IN NI OCTOBER ISSUE
Mrs. Dick Skinner. Mr. and IlifFs.
Lee Barnes,..-Dorothy. Ploy, and
.Stud; Felix' Carr, Robert Oliver,
CET YOUR COPY AWAY!
;bliss Marie Sumner, Jesse a. Der-

1g.;:..
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Social Calenda
Thursday, September 22
The churches c f Murray are
,ntertaining the students of the
ssIlege at the John Wesley Carr
'nealth building Thursday evening
Saturday. September 24
The Alpha fispartment of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 2:30 p. - rnsat the home of Mrs
Beale.
The Mac Dowell Music Club
will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
home of Miss Lillian Watters.
Wednesday, September 28
Mrs. Prest n Ordway will be
hostess to her bridge club at 2:80
0. m. at her home.
Thursday. September 29
The Irvin Cobb Book Club will
ineet at three o'clock at the home
of Mrs. .E. J. Beale,

nell, E. A. Shots, all of Cadiz.
Everyone enjoyed the day and
left wishing the honoree many
more happy birthdays.
•••• •
Mrs._ Ryan Entertains For
Visitor
Mrs. Nat Ryan was hostess at
bridle Wednesday afternoon when
she sintertained at her home in
honor sf Mrs. C. H. Converse of
Jackson, Miss., the house guest
of Mrs. Mayme Ryan Hughes.
The game was splayed at three
tables with the prize for high
score being awarded Mrs. Will H.
Whitnell and the guest prize to
Mrs. Converse.
The hostess served a delicious
salad course to Mrs. Converse,
Mrs. Mayme Ryan Hughes, Mrs.
Marvin Whitnell, Mrs. K. C. Frazee, Mrs. Jack Farmer, Mrs. Nat
Ryan Hughes, Mrs. H. I. Sledd,
Mrs. Will H. Whitnell, Mrs. C. L.
Sharborough, Mrs. J. R. Oury,
Mrs. Henry Holton and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Jr.
• • • • 6

- Mrs. W. P. Roberts and Mrs. M.
D. Holton were co-hostesses Wednesday afternoon for the regular
UDC meeting at the home of the
former.
The meeting was presided over
by Mrs: Roberts, the chairman.
Mrs. Henry Elliott. and Mrs. W..
P. Roberts wily elected delegates
to the State Convention to be
held in Hopkinsville on October
19. Miss Rebecca Termer, Who is
a student .at Bethel •Colle7ge in
Hopkinsville, was named as page.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts has
been elected page to Mrs. H. D.
Allen of Memphis for the National Convention to be held in
Tulsa, Ma., in November.
A group of southern melodies
was played on sthe piano by Mrs.
Roy- Farmer, after which Mrs.
Henry Elliott gave a report from
Miss Lena
the UDC bulletin.
Frances Mitchell. accompanied at
the piano by Miss Mary :Elizabeth Roberts, favored the guests
with a flute solo. Mrs. Ed Farmer gave a tribute to southern
women, and Mrs. T. P. Cook entertained with a piano solo.
buring the social hour the hosts
served a delightful salad course.
Guests, in addition to members.
were Mrs. T. P. Cook, Mrs. Fred
Gingles. Mrs. C. C. Farmer, Miss
Lola Holland. Miss Brooksie Garr('tt. Mrs. Jack Beale and Miss'
Lena Frances Mitchell.
• • • • •

Mrs. Wearren Honors With
Shower
,
Al. ft. ,Vrearren gisvi4 dila
441t-,
Stout at el' ome a urciai afters
noon at 3 o'clock. At the proper
time, a delicious salad plate was
served.
Present were Mesdames J. B.
Wilson, Gingles Wallis. Thomas
Banks; Everett Wsird Outland, Porter White, J. R. Williams; Sam
Calhoun, J. C. Calhoun. and...td
Frank Kirk.
Mrs. J. 14„ Spangler. Louiseille.
Was
guesr
Sendiaa- 44Z$se.Mrs. Pogue
Outland, Mrs: Charles. Ryan, Mrs.
Jim Rowlett, Mrs. Tony Currier.
and Mrs. Waylon Meyburn,

Balcony
16c Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

acCurately

and carefully compounded
of Pure Fresh Drugs.
-

refreshments.
Junior BYPU Enjoys Weiner
Roast
The Junior BYPU of the First
Baptist Church enSoyed a weirier
roast at the Baptist Picnic Grounds
Monday afternoon.
Those present .were: Billie Jo
Caudill, Fred Saunders, Minnie
Lee Churchill, Mary Jane Dunn,
Junior Dunn. Electo Miller. Haroid.
Jean
Beaman, Norma
Graves
Hicks, Anna Eva Blalock, Bobbie
Nell McKee', and their leader, Mrs.
A. L. Bailey.

Important
Facts ...
The price of funerals
Is.often a misleading
factor in selection of a
competent funeral director. We in the 541
years we have been eshere, have
tablished
earned a reputation tor
snaking possible coin plete freedom from concern about prices at
a time %hen such freedom is worth more than
anything else.
What this means to
you is simply this: Our
reputation for fair dealing and the same fair
price to all 'shorn se
serve is your protection
that the service, 1..iu
request will be rendered with dignity, reverence and economy. We
invite your inquiries at
all times.

Sincerely,
The
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7
Murray, Ky.

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

BIG FREE EASY TO WIN MOVIE QUIZ CONTEST . . .
FIRST PRIZE $50,000.00
5403 Other Awards

$250,000.110 IN CASH

Get Ycur

Free Entry Booklet and See the Movie Quiz Pictures at Our

.
I
HE WAS TALL, DARK, HANDSOME
TODAY and FRIDAY

Theatre;

GALA MIDNIGHT SHOW FRIDAY NIGHT
Doors Open 10:30 P. M.—Show Starts 11:00

AND

.. BUT
STILL
THE
LADY
SAID

Adolph Zukor presents

JOAN BENNETT and RANDOLPH SCOTT

THE TEXANS
May Robson • Walter Brennan • Robert Barrat

iCii

(NOTE—This picture will run titroun,Sat. and Sat. Nite)
This is one of the MOVIE QUIZ CONTEST PICTURES

Mt

The season's
gayest romance
—from the great
iroadway laugh
bill

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

IFLOISEIRT

Movie
Quiz
Contest
Picture

Lew AYRES • Ruth HUSSEY
uy KIBBEE— Rita JOHNSON

Lana TURNER

SUNDAY and MONDAY
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Shower Iloisors Mrs. Farmer

Prescriptions

kins led the prayer.
There were about eighteen members present. During the social
hour the hosts served delightful

jcAPIT01..

o n'frt

Mrs. Roy Farmer and Mrs.
Gingles Wallis entertained Satay !afternoon at the home of'
Mrs. Wallis- with a shower iii
honer Of Mrs. John Farmer. Pall

church held their regular meetTuesday afternoon at the
homes of various members.
The Baker Circle met at the
home of Mrs. A. D. Butterworth.
Mrs. Joe Baker, chairman, presided, and Mrs. G. B. Scott was program leader. The devotional exercises were led by. Mrs. Max
Hurt. Songs were sung by the
group with Mrs. G. T. Hicks at
the piano.
Mrs. W. S. Swann
spoke most interestingly on "Religious Impressions from Asia."
At the conclusion of the program Mrs. J. T. Cochran was
presented a lovely gift from the
circle with Mrs. W. J. Mecoy
making the presentation speech.
Delicious refreshments were served to the twenty-four present.

ings.

NOTION PICTURES ARE YOUR BEST ENTERTAINMENT!

Bridge Club Meets With
Mrs. Parker
Mrs. Joe Parker entertained the
members of her bridge club Wednesday afternoon at 'her home on
Vine street.
The prize for high score' was
won by Mrs. Max Chure4hill. A
ppretty party plate was ierved at
the conclusion Of the goerne.
Those present wereftilliirs. 0. B.
night, Mrs.
Boone, Mrs. Ardelle
Freed Cotham, Mrs.' George Ed
Overbey,
„ Mrs. Graves Hendon,
Mrs. Max Churchill, Mrs. Desiree
Fair and the hostess.
•.• • •..

Beale, and Mrs. J. T. Parker were
hosts Tuesday evening at the first
regular meeting of the Music Club.
Mrs. Scott's home was openeds for
the occasion.
The following excellent program
was given.
Paper--The Lullabye—Its Inspiration 'To Comp.sers," Mrs. Leslie R. Putnam.
"Les Berceaux" IThe Cradles)—
Gabriel Faure, Mrs. L. J. HOTtilt.
"Pirate Drams"---Charles HoerSee Mrs. Walter Boone.
"Bereeuse"--Chupin, Miss Lillian Waiters.
Lullabyes, led by Miss Lillian
Watters with Ws_ G. T. Hicks at
the piano, were sung by the entire
flub at the conclusion of the program.

The hosts served a delicious
Mrs.
P. Hutson and Mrs.
salad course.
Guests of the club were Mrs. Bryan Tolley were hosts to the
W. E. Derryberry and Mrs. T. P. Bell Circle at the home of the
former. Mrs. W. A. Bell presided
Cook.
over the business session and was
Members
of
the
Music
Club
are
Birthday Club Celebrates
program chairman.
Mrs.
E.
J.
Beale;
Miss
Lula
ClayBirthdays
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger conducted
ton Beale, Miss Mildred Beale,
Mrs.
On Tuesday evening members of Mrs. Walter
Boone, Miss
Ola the devotional exercises.
the Birthday club met at the home Brock, Mrs. Mayme Ryan Hughes, B. W. Overbey gave "The Life
of Mrs. C. C. Farmer to celebrate Mrs. Price Doyle, Mrs. William and Works of Miss Annie Winthe birthdays of Mrs. Farmer and ,Fox, Mrs. George Gatlin, Miss dall, Missionary to Mexico." LitMrs Garnett Jones. Each guest Margaret Graves, Mrs. G. T. Hicks, tle Miss Mary Jo Skaggs entertained with a reading, and Mrs. A.
brought a dish and a delicious Miss Daisy Hinkle, Mrs. R.
supper was served. The living Hood. Mrs. L J. Hortin. Mrs. F. Doran's subject f,r discussion
and dining rooms were beautifulle, Woodfin Hutson, Mrs. Franklin was "Everyday Living."
decerated with a profusion of fall Inglis, Mrs. Garnett Jones. Mrs.
Dainty sefreshments were- serv,
fir werS.' The honorees were pre- W. H. Mason, Mrs. Joe T. Parker, ed by the hosts. There were
sewed lovely gifts in honor of the Mrs. L. R. putnam. Mrs. Waylon about .twenty present.
ocs
,
Rayburn, Mrs. James H. Richl'sose present -were Mrs. C. C. mond, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Miss FranThe Putnam Circle met at the
Fa,!Her, Mrs. Garnett Junes, Mrs. ces Sexton, Mrs. V. C. Stubble- home of Mrs. Jack Beale with
Gr.,ves Sledd.Mrs, Roy Farmer, field, Jr., Mrs. W. S. Swann. Mrs. Mrs. Betty Philips and Mrs. T. L.
MI, John Farmer, Mrs. John Rudy Tyree. Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Barnett assisting hosts.
Mrs. Robert Jones. Mrs. Miss 'Lillian Watters, Miss Roberta
Mrs. L. R. Putnam presided over
GSIgie§ -Wallis. Mrs. Ronald W. Whitnah, Mrs. A. F. Yancey. and the business session and Mrs.
Ctsli chill, Miss Brooksie Garrett. Mrs. Roamer MeGavern,
Albert
Lassiter .conducted the
Ms:, Estelle Houstsn, Mrs. Burgess
Bible study.
Mrs. Bob Gatlin
Par ker.- Jr., and -Mrs. Rudy--Tyree.
, gave an interesting discussion on
Missionary Circles Hold
"Serving -In the Heart of Africa."
Meetings
Music Club Meets At
A vocal solo, "Take Time to Be
Circles of the Alice Waters Mis- !Holy" was given by Mrs. Gingles
Mrs. seott's
7\11. G. B. Scott, Mrs. E. J. sionary Society of the Methodist Wallis, and the Rev. J. Mack Jen-

U. D. C. Meets With Mrs. Robeets

"okvo

44
4
.

lowers in lovely shades were
to decorate the rooms. The
tonoi et, received
many lovely
;ins.
A dainty ice course in a color
wheins of pink and white was
erve-d to Mrs. John Farmer, Mrs.
3rarnett Jones, Mrs. Waylon Ray'urn. Mrs. C. C. Farmer, Mrs.
ix-flak' Churchill, Mrs. Jack Fermi, Mrs. Thos. Banks, Jr., Mrs. J.
13. Wilson, Mrs. Burgess Parker,
Ir., Mrs. Rudy Tyree, Mrs. John
Whitnell, Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Mrs.
Htrbert Dunn, Mn. Xrthur Farmer, Mrs. Herschel Corn. Mrs. A.
B. Austin, Mrs. Autrey Farmer.
Mrs. J. R. Gatlin, Mrs. Claud
Fanner; =Mrs. M. O. Jordan, Mrs.
Walter Boone,, Miss Brooksie Garrett, Mrs.
Robert
Jones, Mrs.
Graves Sledd, Mrs. Myrtle Wall,
Mrs. 0, K. Bennett of Paducah,
Mrs. Burie Cosper and Mrs. Whit
Imes of Also, and Miss Sue
Farmer.

Movie Quiz Contest Picture
•

_
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Murra Welcomes The "MURRAY

PArIrE SIX

la•

The Murray Motor Company, ter strip, then sweep back like an nut and bolt.
scored 629, and Alvis Edward
successor to C. T Rushing Garage, airplane fuselage to _form the sides
Jtnee scored 609. The boys, ac"The new cars aie Liiistwd in
512 West Main street. is having : of the hood. •
companied by Mr. Bobbie Orounenamels,
possessing
high-lustre
its formal opening here Fridayl
The new Plymouth front end
gent, Ralph Crouch, .i.ld Howard
And Saturday this week.- accordingI:again shows the influence of air- usual resistance to- weather and
Our first free program of this
Rogers, reported a ni:,, trip.
to L. W. Lennox. proprietor. The plane design in the way grille-and notable long life. Standard colors
jeer is to be given Friday night
chief feature of the opening will hood flow into the fenders in for 1939 incrucie Silver Wing Gray,
We have 16 new 'chiirs and are
of this week. Students from the
be a premier showing of the new ,ino_th, round lines. Just like the
a few more in the next
expecting
Blue,
Aviator
Gunmetal, Pottery
first to twelfth grade are taking
1939 Plymouth line kf cars, Of modern airliner's cabin curves
Blue. Amphibian Green, Hampton
week.
Roadking
5
are
there
which
part in the program.
smoothly into the wing, so Ply- Beige and Black.
We have two new Audents enmodels and 8 DeLuxe ,Body types. mouth's new design now eliminates
The cattle judging team, which
line for
"The
comple4u-Plytdouth
throughout
last
The opening will
angular contact between fenders 1939 includes five 'Rorillking' and attended the state fair at Louis- rolled in high school this week:
Saturday. and the
Friday and
Crouch.
and other sheet metal.
eight Deluxe body types, all cn ville, returned Saturday night. Out Merritt Marine and Ophai
salesroom will ,be 'open until 9
Visitors trt—this week were: Mrs.
.with the same of the 90 judging teams, Lynn
wheelbase
114-Inch
lights
tail
and
headlamps
-The
o'clock each evening.
Rudirn Crouch,
are now streamlined into the fen- 82 horsepower engine of L head Grove was third in placing and Theron Crouch,
Souvenirs will be awarded the
Rebecca Armstrong.
ders, which are much more mass- design and with Amola steel coil sixth in total Judi/fez The poss- Peen- -C-reueh,
lad s who attend. The complete lye and have a stronger forward front springs standard equipment ible score was 800 and Earl Scherf- W. D. Kelly, Hilton Williams, and
salt and service facilities of the
fius scored 697, Preston Cotham Ervan Routen.
on all models."
insdtution will be explained to the
jacket this
column
steering
tos"The
.Farmer
John
cr Isds attending.
at the top, which
II
And Lloyd Wilson have been enT !.ear has a flare
cut to the base of the steergaged as salesmen for the new curves
of this comes the
firm, while the shop crew and of- ing wheel. Out
shift lever, that
ice crew remains the same person- new remote gear
on all denel as under Mr. Rushing. Mr. is standard equipment
models.
Lennox will move his family here luxe
as soon as be can find a residence. New Safety-Signal Speedometer
"This year all instruments and
In commenting on the new 193111
controls are centered directly in
Plymouths, Mr. Lennox stated:
"The new Plymouths shown here front of the driver, with this
confirm forecasts from the in- group dominated by Plymouth's industry that stronger "eye appeal" genious new 'safety-signal' speedwould be a feature of automobile °meter - that automatically 'flashes
a warning for three different drivdesigns for 1939:
mg speed zones.
bigthe
be
"They are said to
Seats Adjust Eye-level
gest 'Plymouths ever built, with a
longer wheelbase of 114 inches
"To obtain full benefit of the
and sweeping improvements in rid- Improved vision through the new
ing comfort, interior luxury, safety wintishietliclhe front seat adjustand performance.
ment novettllows a full five inches
Heading the list of Plymouth In- of fore-and-aft travel to suit the
novations for next year are new- leg-length of individual drivers.
type coil springs of Amola steel The seat moves on inclined runthat give a 20 per cent softer ride; ners so that it rises as it is moved
new remote-control gear shift on forward. automat-K*11y adjusting
the steering column. new high- the eye level for drivers of any •
torque engine performance: new height.
'true-steady' steering: a new all
"Besides the innovation for 1939.
silent auto-mesh transmission and Plymouth retains all.of the famous
an ingenious new safety feature— extra comfort and fine-car feaa 'safety signal' speedometer that tures it pioneered in the low price
flashes warning lights of different field.
colors at various car speeds.
"Important among these are the
"A bigger, mofe powerlui-ioolr- airplane-type, low-pressure shock
ing hood now lisents aft added absorbers, further improved to
After you look at the New 1939 Plymouths, you sure will enjoy some of our
10-inch sweep i4 painted surface synchronize with the softer sprint
that curves areamd to the new action brought about by the new
FREEZER-FRESH, Home Made Ice Cream.
Also featured are
radiator grille. A new,•Vee-type suspension.
Just Up the Street from the Garage!
windshield adds more than 6 inches Plymouth's 'rubber - poise' body
mountings, the live rubber cushion;
to body length above the belt.
All Flavors—Take Home a Package—We also serve .Sandwiches and Cold
"Over-all length is now 162 that absorb road rumble and vibrain for a Coca-Cola!
Drinks—Drop
inches, without bumpers. and that tions before they reaah the body
new 114-inch wheelbase is bi ,gtructure.
"And 'radio-studio' soundprca finches longer than last year.
"This year's grille is a new de- lag again is listed, for exceptionalvelopment of the latest horizontal ly quiet performanCe at all speeds
pattern, and introduces the 'lateraj and under any road conditions.
airfoil' Motif' A rich pattern ofJ Plymouth's safety ill-steel body is
chromium strips and paralil Ion- completely rustproofed, and so is
_
vre* in body color curve slightly every sheet metal part including
00 forward each side of a bright rest- fenders, down to every explsed 1111111 ••••=•••••."

Lynn Grove High
School News

Welcome ....Murray Motor Company
The interior appearanc of your Garage has been
greatly improved by the use of Sherwin-Williams
Paint.

/

•

Welcome To Murray—The New
Murray MOtor Co.
As Successor to My Garage Business

C. T. RUSHING :Z., MURRAY AUTO PARTS

We welcome you to Murray and trust that your
associations here will be very beneficial.

West Side Court Square

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.

WELCOME TO OUR NEW BUSINESS!

Phone 323

North Fourth Street

Formerly Rushings
Garage

If It's a "Part" or Accessory---We Have It

_t

•

Come to the Formal Opening Friday and Saturday at the .

Shop and Save

New Murray Motor Co.

On Fall and Winter Merchandise, on West Main
Street, at the Big

Consolidated Store
Ladies' Wear.

Mena' Wear

Shoes

T. 0. Turner
5_

512 West Main Street

PHELPS ICE CREAM STORE

Hamburgers

5c

10c

Hot'Chili

6

Announcing .... The Formal Opening of The New

otor. Company

Murray

Telephone 233

FORMERLY RUSHING'S GARAGE

512 West Main Street

Friday and Saturday, Sept. 23 - 24th.. . Open Evenings Until 9... With a
PREMIER SHOWING
. . . . OF THE

di

NEW 1939 PLYMOUTHS"
NEW. Features of the 1939 Plymouth

eoniplete Plymouth---DeSoto 5ales and Service
-

•
;

Complete Garage Service With Modern kuipment and Expert Mechanics
AUTO PARTS and ACCESSORIES

WRECKER SERVICE-- STORAGE
•Fender and ftotly-txtV4irinc
• Motor Overhauling
• Valve Grinding
• Motor Tune-up
.• Complete fgnition Service including
Willard Belte.riesand Service

• larnotous Ne'w Distinction in Style
• Grille shows -Airfoil- Motif
• Headlanips Sireamlined in Fenders
• Seats Adjusted to Eye-Level
• High-Torque Engine Performance
• New Auto-Mesh Transmission
• Softer Clutch and Brake Pedals

• Biake-Lining and Adjusting
• Washing and Polishing
t•
• Tye and Tube ReRaiting
• Motor Oils and',Lubrication

.4'14

• Gea'rlhift on Stee-ring Post
• Interior Safety-Styled
• New Safety-Signal Speedometer
,• Sturdier Frame
• New Amola Steel Coil Springs
• 114-inch Wheelbase . . . 20 per cent
Easier Riding
• True.,ateadiekSteexing
r
'Aro •• • •

AT NEW
LOW PRICES

D-X GASOLINE

5 Road King Models
8 Deluxe Body Types

to
AT NEW
LOW PRICES

Everybody Welcome! Souvenirs For Ladies! Come In!
RI•milmmo

-4.

,-imaraomikerkdobblaiswe---4#6.
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•

a
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SECTION TWO 1
Four Pages
New Series No. 568

THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

SHOTGUN BLASTS
INJURE PHILLIPS

•

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon September 22, 1938

and the shots removed from his
head.
Sheriff Ira Fox, wno is investigating the case, said he expected
to make an ii•rest soon. He said
•
V null, is Victim of Ambuscade Only the speed with which Phillips
Dr. R. E. Beddoe. Murray an.
was driving saved his life. He
Friday Night on South
and Wife Were Among Operindicated if the offender is appreSixteenth Street
ators of Mission
hended, the chargos will be serious.
An unknown person here Fri.
Bombs falling from—riae high•
•
day night fired two shot-gun blasts
flying Japanese warplanes struck
at J. C. Phillips, 24. Calloway
the Stout Memorial Hyspital. operated by the American Baptist
county resident, painfully injuring
Mission at Wuchow, Eastern
him in the neck and head.
A soil conservation exhibit is Kwangsi Pro' ince Saturday.
The' '
shots came from ambush no
The hospital staff suffered no
on display in the floral hall
about 100 feet up South Sixteenth at the West Kentucky Fair, ac- casualties, dispatches said, but damstreet from Main after Phillips, cording to C. C. Ricker. project age was estimated at $50,000.
The hospital is in charge of two
driving a new mauve-colored sV-8 manager in Massac Creek waterFord had turned off the main shed demonstration area in Mc- American doctors. Robert E. Beddrive going towarct7his father's Cracken county. The exhibit con- doe and William L. Wallace, who
home.
, sists of twa large stages, one show- repdirted it was clearly • marked
Shatterproof glass rsfled half- ing in miniature a run-down Ken- with -Arnerkan flags.
Dr. Beddoe's wife- is the former
way up on the driver's side of the tucky farm, and the other a soil
car caught the main- force of the conservatibn farm, and they are Miss, Louella Houston. of Murray,
shots, •shielding Phillips, ..Who was connected by a panel on which also a missionary with Drs Beddoe
-are displayed large colored photo- in China. She, is a 'sister of Elmus
alone in the car.
After the first shot. Phillips turn- graphs of- important conservation Houston, Mrs. George Upchurch,
Mrs. Mavis Morris. and
ed to look. lie said he saw the methods.
_
Mrs.
figure of a :man some distance
The exhibit, a feature' of the Willie Dcwns. all of Murray.
The
Chinese
away. The man shot -again and work the local, conservation unit
Central News
flud. Phillips could nut identify is doing, was brought to the Padu- Agency said 31 Japanese planes
took
part in atacks on Wuchow
him. he said, 'because if the dark- cah fair from Louisville where it
ness.
was ion display at the, Kentucky and other extensive raids through„Re
went immediately
home State fair last week. It will re- out Kwangsi Province Sunday.
from whence he was taken by main for sightseers in Paducah
ambulance to a Murray hosphal throughout the week:

BOMBS STRIKE
U. S. HOSPITAL

•
SPECIAL OFFER

PER GALLON IN
5-0A1105 PAILS

•

Above are pictured Joe T. Lovett, Commander of Kentucky
American Legion. with Mrs. Lovett and their two sons, Wells Thomas,
14, and John Daniel, 12.
Mr. Lovett, a graduate of the University of Kentucky, former
owner and publisher of the Benton Tribune Democrat and the Ledger
& Times and former president of the Kentucky Press Association, was
elected by acclamation to the Commandership in the Legion's 1938 annual convention at Bowling Green. Lovett volunteered for service in
the World War at the age of 18 and served overseas during the war.
Mrs.tlxrvett, the former Laurine Wells, daughter of Rainey T.
Wells, is district governor of Woman's clubs in Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Lovett will return this week from Los Angeles,
Calif., where they have been attending the national convention of the
Arneriean Legion.

Quality. Supreme

DRY CLEANING AT LOW COST

Mrs. S. S. Eldridge
Is Buried Saturday

• • •

SPECIAL FOR JUST A FEW DAYS

Men's Suits,,Ladies' Dresses,
plain, Cash and Carry'

Know How Your Voice Sounds?
Be Guest Of Telephone Office
In Open House September 28-29

50c

•••
Boone Cleaners

COME TO

234

3outh Side Square

RADIO
OUR 1939

SHOW!

APPLIANCE

3011160141-FAIN
COMPA NY

Phone 56

W.T. Jackson, 81,
Succumbs at Home

PAINT HEADQUARTERS
a

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER COMPANY
North Fourth Street

A committr for Calloway coun- Distributes 1.000 Pieces of Cloth
Matetial in Two Weeks'
Dies ty ts review cotton.
marketing
Time
quotas-was- appointed today by 0.
M. Farrington, state executive ofWns
'
'mit of Murficer of the AAA at Lexis
•1
Burial services for Mrs. S. L. conformance
weeks
with a.
Chrisman, who died late Thurs- Secretary of Agri -ti
- garday afternoon -at her home. east of Wallace.
of
The Committee. s
Hazel of a chronic heal)., ailment,
- by
were conducted Friday afternoon Holt, LaCenter.
zor.
R ..berts, Benton,
at Macedonia cemetery. Charles F.
g on
M. ,Jett. PaduesS.
Sweatt, Church of Christ minister, R. C. Cox, Benton .
;mom
was in charge of the funeral rites. pass on applicaLior.,; to
I.
Mrs. Chrisman was 74 years. 8 cotton
:his morning
marketing quotas, when
months. and I day. cld. A faithful propetly pses.)nierl. olin 7.n make 24 000 yarcis
',ill for further
and devoted woman, she had corrections in tx.orrlance with pro- :ewing work will, arrive from
lived a useful life. ,Constant in vision: of tlic Ag.-lealtural Aijust- Louisville soon.
Materials made included women's
her efforts to cultivate goodness. meat Act of 193ii. whenever an ershe attained 'a strength of charac- r:A- is found in the quota oslginal- dresses, 112: girls' :
t_sh
.ss
l:ruhee
es. 7
34
6:
;
ter the infnce of which was ly citablishrd for the farm.
(Ilieren's dresses, 116:'diapers, 162;
widespread,
'
a
sissy.:
StSurvivals i
two 461augti
slips.PIE SUPPER
Mrs. John Williams. Quincy. 111,.
13t3: sOls' panties._
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Williamson,
I I;
' •
There. will be a pie supper C.
Valparaiso, Ind.: and three sons.
John Robert Chrisman, Concord; ,Chestnut Grove school Sign
- cusn42:
leteLuck Chrisman, Detroit; and Arlie t night, Septerniss: 24.
Chrisman. Hazel. In addition, she
is survived by six stepchildren:
Nollie Chrisrnan. Concord; Hollie
Chrisman, Murray; Mrs. Dave Hutson, Buchanan. Tenn.' Tonle Chrisman, Freeland's Mill, Tenn.; Mrs.
Inez Holmes. Denver, Col.; and
Mrs. Medie Taylor, Paris, Tenn.
There are numerous grandchildren.
--- -Mrs. S. L. Chrisman, 74,
Thursday of Chronic
Heart Ailment

Heart Attack
Fatal to Fa er
Near McCuiston

BARN PAINT

Any farmer who knows paint values will tell you Sherwin-Williams
bright, true-toned, long • wearing
Commonwealth Barn Red at this
amazingly low price is sure one
real saving!
Make the most of this remarkable value right now. This offer is
good for a limited time only. Don't
delay—pay us a visit this week.
at your SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Volume CVI; No. 313

Burial services took place Saturday for Mrs. Sarah Stella Eldridge.
64. who died soddenly 'of a heart
attack at her home near' Hamlin
late Thursday. Elder Tilman Taylor was in charge cf funeral services at the Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ Saturday after
noon. Burial was in the- Waiter
Parker cemetery.
Mrs. Eldridge is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Pearl Knight. of
the county, and Mrs. Imogene Barger, of Carroll County. Tenn.; and
'"How does my voice sound over telephone. This "Voice Mirror" is one son, Otis Eldridge.
of Hamlin.
the telephone?"
used in training operators to mod- Mrs. Sammie Lawson, a.sister, lives
If you have ever asked yourselfi ulate their voices properly and to in Detroit. Nine of her grandchilTelephone
this question, you may now have enunciate distinctly.
dren are living.
it
answered.
There
will
be
exhibits that
A heart attack Monday morning
0. Brown, manager of the Sonth- show the growth of the telephone
was fatal to William Vince Walern
Belt
Telephone
and
Telegraph
from
the time cf Alexander Graker, 74, a farmer, who died suddenly at his home near McCuiston Company here, invites the public ham Bell's first telephone, a repto
open
house
at
the
telephone
lica
ofof which will be on display,
schoolhouse.
The Rev. J. H. Thurman con- flee located at 105 North Sixth on to the modern system that is
Street.
Wednesday
and
Thursday necessary today."
ducted burial services at the BarSeptember 28th and 29th. Visit,rs
Brown and the employees are
nett cemetery at 3 o'clock Monday
will be welcomed in the afternoon , anxious to greet all their friends in
afternoon.
from 2:00 to 5:00 and in the even- Murray and from nearby towns,
Mr. Walker a member of the.
ings from 7:00 to 9:00.
and cordially invite everyone to
Old Blood River Baptist church.
Much interest has been express- : visit the exchange building during
Is sprvived by a brother. Dick
Walker, and three half brothers,- ed by citizens of Murray in the these two days.
new common battery equipment inGus. Jim, and Lee Walker.
stalled June 12. and visitors will
McCUISTON SCHOOL NEWS
see the operators at work on the
Square
switchboard and will be shown and
Our school has been in session,
souteSide
told in nrn-technical language how
fsr six weeks. So far most everytheir connections are made.
In addition to having the new one has made fairly good grades.
William T. Jackscn. 81. who died equipment explained and demon- Some have done outstanding work.
We are making preparations to
at his home in Lynn Grove Satur- strated. visitors
will see mans
day of senility, was buried at the other interesting exhibits brought take part in the afir at Faxon.
Sinking Spring cemetery Sunday tn Mursay for this occasion. An Some of the number who are. to
afternoon.
interesting feature of open house take part in the scholastic events
have already been selected.
.
Funeral services were conduct- will be the "Voice Mirror". VisitThe 'oldoak tree which during
era
may
speak
into
a
telephone
ed at the Jackson home. The aged
I Lynn Grove gentleman is survived and their, voices will be repeated the past years has_served as a
b • two sisters Mrs John Reaves exactly as it comes through the most sturdy but 'n:t very dependable short stop on our ball diaof Texas, and Mrs. Ben Brooks, of
mond, as a base for the game of
Missouri; and one brother, Jim
CHURCH OF CHRIST
-woir-,and as a shade for our
I Jacks,:n, Wichita Falls, Tex.
mothers and fathers who used to
Brother Tipton C. Wilcox is now
spots. IT school (during the good
in a meeting at Murray. He began
old days) has been cut down and
last Lord's day evening with a ,
hauled away ts an old water mill.
large audience and excellent atAs the water turned the old mill
tention.
wheel we fancied we(caught the
Brother Wilcox has an unusual
silvery notes of "Mggke", and it
way of teaching the Bible. Each
seemed that the .old saw buzzed a
evening o small copy of Acts of
funeral hymn ass Si, sipped Use bodY
-A
dittitst
.
0.„.4,.each

.. and hora's oh
Spacial Low Price
AMERICA'S FAVORITE

fin

-

Soil Unit-ts On,
Display at-Fair

Homes belonging to Dave Willis.
John Willis, and Woodson Johnson,
all colored, were either totally destroyed or damaged by fire in a
blaze that threatened much of the
i colored residential section of Murray at 2:30 Tuesday morning.
Homes of both Willises were
completely
destroyed
by
the
flames, but the Murray fire department arrived at the conflagration
in time to save the Johnson residenee after a slight damage.
.
Most of the furnishings were
saved. The dwellings were partially covered by insurance.

year in Calloway
4r 4•""Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
$1.cn a year elsewhere in
the State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
29
other than above.

Officials
WPA Sewing Unit
HAZEL WOMAN IS. Cotton
To Study Quotas
BURIED FRIDAY Are Made Known Has Record Period

Lovett Family at State Convention

•

Flames Destroy
Dwelling Houses
In Colored Zone

ti nn a

ELEcTR1,

•

I

Phone 323

YOU are invited to attend "Open House"

Aetistf--e-kailtret.-IsCith -planks.

AT' YOUR TELEPHONE

OFFICE

.k -

Sept. 28 and 29 Inclusive
YOU WILL BE WELCOME • OPEN
• FROM 2:00 f!. M. to 5:30 P. M., AND
7100 P. M. to 9:00 P. M. EACH TIAN'
SEE the new metal that floats in airsee a modern switchboard in operation

as local and long distance calls are corn',ills watch-see the amaz-

TRIM ••VOICIE MIRROR'

ingly cobiplicated apparatus that makes this experience equal to that of )out
tip your telephone central office-see the - first long distance conversation.
artifisial larynx in actual use.
Many other interesting tabibits has
HEAR your own voice as it soundsio been brought hbrc especially for the teleothers over the telephone, on the new phone company's Open House, to which
N'OICE MIRROR; one of the recent you and your friends are cordially indevelopments of the Bell Telephone vited. Come any time during the hours
Laboratories. You will get'a thrill from mentioned above.

4 e 'audience and they these beards
we made benches
re requested to read the Scrip..
which were located near the. biKth
lures with him. He proposek to
place of the ancient oak,
"speak where the Bible speaks and
Our ice cream • supper was a
keep silent where- the Bible is'
silent". He challenges vs3Psne to success. We sold about $44 worth
From
show any error in his teaching. of ic-) cream, pop. etc.
He thinks that if all preachers these salts- we had a profit of
would follow this plan they w uld nearly $15.
Next Saturday night, SOptemher
preach the same things and there24, .we intend to have a pie supper
fore Christ's prayer for unity
17:20-21) would soon be''Insweired. at our school house. Come out
Brother Wilcox further pledged. and be with us.
himself to show the sufficiency of
the New Testament -church, with- h WILLARD YOUTH IS INJURED
out any , extra organizations, to
carry sut God's plan for saving the
Wayne Willard, about 13"
is
human race.
old, sustained a double fracture of
We are always glad to have visit- hl4 left leg Thursday afternoon
ors and you should come now when he fell from a motor driven
and enjoy the entire series of scooter after the vehiclejsad hit
meeiings.
stop-marker in the renter of
C. L. Francis, Pastor
t he'street.

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company

Fbrter red;, woeFs•rat•rtcr— RCA Vicite

Radio T'nfeei

CONSOLE GRAND
Model 97KG
Got 525.95r•lue inVictot Records and

The Sausage Season is Here ...

Attachea to ary rnuder, Al'r..1
Victnr Rer-ord thru ra.1! Asi,

$15.95

You will want some tif that GOOD

Easy terms

EASY TERMS
RCA ifietor Electric Toning TAW.
.
Mode1116XL EleetricTuning tor 5 sta.
tiona New illuminated Demi-hortzontal dial built-in antenna. improved
dyttamien speaker Excellent sem.
tivity and selectivity

for your lireak fast tomorrow
CALL FOR ONE POUND, OR MORE, FROM
Y-PIIR MARKET.W HEN YOU NEXT
ORDER
.

• Reynolds'Packing Company,

RCA Victor Elbctric Tuning for
6 stations- Victrula Push •Button
Control - Victrola Attachrimust
"Plug - In"- Magic, Eye new
RCA Victor Metal Tubes-many
other eNtra value features.

BIG TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE ON YOUR OLD RADIO

Union City, •Annessee
....6.••••••••••—•-

RCA VIctrela Attachment - for $15.00

$94.50

REELFOOT SAUSAGE
0. Brown, Manager

GREAT NEW VALUES
Now you can have genuine RCA Victor Electric Tuning—at prices which
give you more for your money than
ever before. Last year, people eagerly
demanded Electric Tuning in radios
costing $150 and more. They 'bought
nearly as many RCA Vial*.ElFetric
Tuning radios as all other forms of
Electric Tuning combined. Now you
benefit by this great popularirrs-at
greatly lassierad priers. Dozens of out•
standing 1939 models. See them now
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Dear Editor:
Last week's issue of your paper Calloway for whom Calloway cc'
The danger of „world war was never more imminent than when es such a humdmeer that,! must ty, Kentucky was reaped?
Prime Minister Chaniberlain of Britain made his unprecedented "firstflight to Berchtesgaden, Germany, last week to confer with Adolph
Hitler on means by which war might beihverted.
Charr.berlain came as a pleader, one who would save_the world Famous Everywhere as Remarkable
from calamity if it were pussible. end his tongue..was not the7same as American Palmist and Clairvoyant Makes an Honest
Hitler's. But-behind him was the might of Britain, and that was a lan, Proposition
guage Hitler could- understand -and appreciate,
..We -are led to believe. however, Hitler received no such reI do hereby solemnly ssee,ar to
All you need is 72-inch specially treated Sisalkraft Orange Label, halLsize concrete blocks, some old
minder from the .enusaary of the empire on which the sun never sets. make .no charge if I do not faithfencing, and some old No. 14 wire' for hanging the blocks. The size oP Your stack will determine how
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Protect Your Hay Crop (Stacked or Baled) with a

PROF LEO

NEW KIND
OF TIRE

SISALKRAFT STACK COVER

EASY TO APPLY! Costs Only 10c Per. Sq. Yd.

diffr
Average Stack Costs- $1.25

You

Now for Something Good for Breakfast!

_.7.-:fvf-re-,- •

REELFOOT BRAND PURE PORK
'SAUSAGE
-

Your Meat Market Has It
rliEfiE IS NONE BETTER:

Reynolds Packing Cogripany

TOM'S DRY ,CLEANERS
Phone 567... East Main Street
Rear Wilkinson's Barber Shop
.

CALL FOR AND DELIVER
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GOOD NEWS! ... Practical Low Cost Stack Covers.
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7knvvGoodrich
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SISALKTCAFT STACK COVERAS PRACTICAL—
l:..--,All types 'of hay and straw' can be covered successfully.
'
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e..ind and water will not bother it ,...the.Sisalkraft application
will withstand anything •short
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can get 24-hour service

PARKER BROS
GARAGE
i'red,tffirt•

.„„,Phone 373 for Wrecker
Service-

IF I

WORTH STACKING .-.--. IT'S WORTH COVERING

•-•••

Murray, !Y.

hear
assin
I

ii

the
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inp• i

CALLOWAY COUNTY LUMBER CO
Just North of the Water Tower
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•
Phone 72

•••••••••••••••••••••,•••
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Behind the Scenes in
American Business

PAGE THREE

3t hopes will make it. a political
force in natiop . . . Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation studies
possibility of insuring bank deposits above preseet $5,000 limit
. . U. S. paper output nearing
1937 volume; prices more stable . .

---•-------- Men are winking in the hay and inte eat from the day of sale unG. W. Overbey; Second: So.mitch Murray, Ky.
her S. line one hundred two (102)
firing tobacco.
til cid, and having the force and of said land
as is described in a
And
being
the
same land con- poles to her S. E. corner and
Several of the women of this effe t of a judgment. Bidders will deed
made by W. W. Stubblefield veyed to D. C. Roberts by J.
W1 thence N. eighty leo) poles to a
community enjoyed a radio pro- be prepared- to comply promptly to the
County of Calloway, Kan- Swann, on October 15, 1915, said
rock, her N. W. corner to the N.
gram at Spring Creek Friday after- wit) these terms -George S. Hart, tuckY, for
roadway purses.
deed
recorded in deed book 50, boundary line on the South line of
noon. Those present were Mrs. Ma-ter Commissioner,
Said land Was conveyea to W. W. page 35, in the office of the
Clerk Browder, Kennedy and Co. furGuy Moore, Mrs. Susie Oliver,
Stubblefield by A G. Cunningham of the Calloway County Court.
a
nance land, containing one hunLouise Moore, Carlie Steele, Lila
by
deed
dated
the
25th
day of JAI,
For the purchase price the pur- dred eight?-nine 1189) acres more
NEW YORKOSept. 22-The IA11'4 and operations known as rolling,
Drinkard and grandchildren. Mrs.
uary,
A.
D.
1900,
and recorded in claaser must execute bond with' or less. This tract
crisis overshadOwed all else in the stamping, trimming, smoothing,
being the home
Rovine Nanny, Mrs. Collie Hubbs
Book 11, Page 211, of the deed apProyed securities, bearing legal
world of business last week. Stock welding and brushing . . . BEATS
place where 4. B. Hodges lived
and childrem Mrs. Huie Cunningrecorded
of
Calloway County, Ken: intereat from the day of sale un- before moving
markets here and in Europe gyrat- 'EM TO IT: 133,000 tiny
ham, Mrs. Floyd Butler. Miss Mary
to New Concord,
wasps
tueky, add said land was conveyed til paid,
d having the force and Kentucky, having bought same of
ed widely as recurring waves of have been released by Agricultur
The last few days makes us Cunningham and Mrs. Cunninge
to
said
A. G. CunnttoOsam by Dr. effect of a ji4gment. Bidders will
optimistic and pessimistic news Department's laboratories in Toledo think autumn is close by. The ham.
J. A. Steel, March 23, 1918. See
Calloway Circuit Court
J. T. Wall by deed dated the - be prepared t'b..omp1y promptly_
emanated from Germany, Czecho- to attack the European corn borer; weather has been' very cool.' .
Book 39, page 399.
The school children are selling A. W. Simmons,
day of
Adm. of S. P.
A. D. -,and re- with these terms.--sCrorge S. Hart,
slovakia, France, and England. the wasp Lays its eggs in
Mr. and Mrs. Davie Smotherman candy to get a ball. They plan to Alexander,
the eggs
Tract No. 3. 45.-Certain .teact....corded in Bilk
and A.
Simm
Page
._ of Master _Commieatoiser:
Prices of wheat, corn, copper and of the corn -borer- and
\
boUnded by beginning at a Roc,k
vrhen- both and- siiitighteF,- Jessie---:-C-otherine, have a '1 -stepper as soon as the
the deed-r-records of Calloway
Plaintiff
other contmodities that would be hatch, the wasp devours
on the West Bank of the Tenneshis host, were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. bridges are fixed so people an
V4. Judgment
County, Kentucky.
vital in arar rose briskly early in the borer, before lattirr can
see River, thence South eighty•flve
dam- and -Mrs. Terry Smotherman and get to the school house.Winnie Farris Alexander, et al,
L.Itarnett obtained title to
the week. Eurolieans scrambled' to age crops . ". GOING HIGH HAT: children.
Mrs Don Wilson. Mr. and Mrs.
and one. half ,8514.) degrees West,
Defendants the above described tract on the
ship gold to America for safe- Henry Ford will introduce
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Key are on Robert Edwards were Sunday
two hundred twenty -three (223)
this
By virtue of a judgment and 16th day of Feb.. 1911. by deed
keeping. Meanwhile, in this coun- "fall an 8-cylinder car of advanced the sick list with something like afternoon visitors of the Olivers.
es to a Sycarnuee, on, West bank
°insr of sale of the Calloway Cir- from W. W. Stubblefield and his
try there was little evidence that design to sell in. the $800-$1,000 flu.
Mrs. Ortis Moore and daughter, cui, court, rendered
•anion Creek, thence down
of
wife,
V.
H.
as
the
Stubblefie
August
ld.
Said
deed
scare headlines were hindering price class.
Most all sf Hollin Jones' family Barbara Ann, went in town Sat- terai
said C
k with its meanders ten
thereof,
was
on
1938,
record
in
the
in
the
above
office
of the
the. fore/ard progress of business.
are on the sick list with colds. urday.
(10) pules o a Scyamore, thence
Calloway Circuit Court
catoe for the purpose of payment clerk of the,, Calloway County
Operations in the steel irldustry
Mr. and Mrs. Guy McSwain are of $144.70 and interest
TAXED FOR CLEANLINESS-A Beale Nell. the youngest daughJ.
B.
North sixty-t • and one half (624z)
Hodges' Administrator.
thereon from Court in Deed Bonk 64 at page 312.
continued to expand and retail new study reported last week
poles to a r‘ek,
by ter, was carried to Dr. Jones Sat- the parents of a 9lS. pound baby. Mai ch 15, 1937, and settlement of
S. W. corner of
Tract 4. Beginning one hundred
trade reflected inereased spending. one of the numerous Emergency urday night. He reported she has
Miss Nell Culver was recently esti,te, and costs herein
Vs. Supplemntal Judgment
a 45 acre tract cteested by J. W.
expended, I 100) feet East of the center 'of N.
Reports from machine tool manu- Consumers Tax Councils of New tonsilitis and bronchitis.
married.
His Heirs and Creditors,
Hope
Ratteree to J. B. Hodsses, thence
I shall proceed to offer for sale C. & St. L. Railroad right-of-w
ay
facturers that their orders in- Jersey formed in the last year
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Chilcutt are at the court house door
to each family soon recovers.
Defendants North eighty-five and Sine half
in Murray, and North side of New Concord
creased 35 per pent in August protest hidden taxes., and the risMr. and Mrs. Ben Byars and the parents - of a baby daughter. Kentucky,
1
2
) degrees East, to a rec.k
By virtue of a judgment and 488/
on
to the highest bidder and Murray Road where said road
from July were most encouraging. ing cost of living shows
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- the West bank of Tennessee River,
not Inez were Sunday dinner guests „of She has been named Shirley Ann. at public auction, on Monday, the crosses the Railroad, thence
East
For it is an indication that stif- only how many taxes, exist on
-Sweet Pea
26tu day of September, 1938, at 1 vettlt-said lad. thirty-six 436) feet, cuit Court. rendered at the August thence up said River to the begina their daughter, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
ficient faith in the future is de- cake of facial soap but how the Paschall.
o'clock or thereabout (same being thence N. sixty (601 thence West term thereof. 1938, in the above ning, _containing One
Hundred
veloping among American business
-Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Morris and
reAched
ti011
When a
county court day), upon a credit of thirty-six. (36) ft. to Railroad Right cause for the purpose of payment. acres. See Deed Book No. 19, page
Read the Cheirtfle4 Comma.
-men for them to start investing' ousevrife 'Pays for tISn cakes of children, ytu sure gave Mr. and
of
$7217.14,
5511.
and
its
costs
six months, the following described of-way, thence south' with said
herein ex•
money in new industrial equip- facial soap, the report says,
she Mrs. J. C. Paschall a disappointproperty, being and lying in Cal- Railroad right-of-way sixty (60) pended, I shall proceed to .offer
Tract No. 4. Also a tract boundment.
for
sale
actually receives only nine for ment Sunday by not going to their ORDINANCE NUMBER NINETY,‘ loway dakiii nt y. Kentucky,
-at
the
court houae door ed by beginning, on the Section
feet to the beginning.
towit:
EIGHT (98). BEING AN ORDIN• • •• • •
the tenth is consumed by hidden home. I must say you sure missed
The West half of the naitheast
I. L. Barnett obtained title to in Murray, Kentucky, to the high- line dividing Sections 22 and 23
ANCE DECLARING THE NECESgood
dinner
a
which
Mrs.
Pasest
bidder
taxes.
Fourteen
at public section, on' in T. 1, R. 6 E. at a
of 'these unseen
quarter of Sec. 22 T. 1. R 5 East: said property by Died dated
WASHINGTON - Long -isange •
Post Oak
26th
chall prepared. She cooked and SITY FOR ANNEXING TO THE
Said lands shall be sold subject day of March, 1931, from E. S. Monday. the 26th day of Septem- corner, the same being where the
planners here are studying the levies .are placed cn• the tallow
CITY CERTAIN TERRITORY ADwatched
out
door
the
her
for
ber,
sis1938, at 1 o'clock or there- Qr. Sec. line
to light of Mrs. S. P. Alexander Diuguid and his wife L. C. Diupossible effects on established in. producer. 14 (Nil the perfume maker,
running East and
ter. Ola. to drive up but failed to JACENT THERETO, AD DE- to use and
occupy said land dur- guid. Said deed is on record in' about Isame being county court West intersects the Section line
dustries and agriculture of hydro-. 15 on tho chemical manufacture.r,
SCRIBING SAID TERRITORY BY
her..
see
ing her lifetime, as a homestead. the office of the Clerk of the Cal- day), upon a .credit of six months, dividing Secs. 22 and 23. thence
ponies, a revolutionary .method of 17 on the wrapper factory, 14 on
i. and Mrs. Helton Byars 'were MEETS AND BOUNDS.
For the purchase price the per- lowase County Court in Deek nook the following described property, South eighty-seven and one half
• • • •s
growing food plants. This method the soap Company:-10 on transporweek-end
visitors of Mrs. Byars
being and lying in Calloway Coun- )871
ch.iser must execute bond with 56. page 333.
/
2) degrees East. one hundred
utilizes troughs or vats filled tation companies, 10 on the soap
BE
IT
ORDAINE
D
BY
THE
CITY
parents.
near Lynn Grove. Mrs.
approved securities, bearing legal' For the purchase price the pur- ty. towit:
seven and three-fourth (107 3-4)
with water and chemicals te. take wholesaler and 10 on the retail
COUNCIL
OF
THE
CITY
OF
Byars was expecting to meet her
Tract No, 2. A tract of land poles to a Rock. thence
interest from the day of sale un- chaser must execute bond with
the place of "good earth" in grow- store, making an almcst unbelievEast five
lit other who resides in Illinois, at MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS FOL- til paid,
and having the force and approved securities, bearing legal bought by E. A. Acree from E. H. (5) degrees South one hundred
ing crops. It is said that a- few able total of 104 taxes, of which
LOWS:
tier father's, but he failed to come.
Brown
and
average
the
consumer
completethen
known
is
effect
as
of
the
sixty
a judgment. Bidders will interest from the day of sale un(160) poles to a Rock. thence
neither, feet of such troughs is suf1. That it is necessary and deMrs. Dick Jones. Miss Clore
Daily
place. -S
be prepared to ,comply promptly til paid, and infitig the force and 'William
North fifty-four and one half
ficient to supply the average fam- ly unaware even though they take
'Nance. Mr. and Mrs. Commodore sirable that the following lands with these
Creek.
and
toll
a
bounded
of
10.3
per
cent
of
the
on'the
purNorth- (543) degrees East one hundred
terms.-George. S. Hart, effect of a judgment. Bidders will
ily with vegetatiles. A number of
Jones and, children were Sunday lying adjacent and contiguous to Mioter Commissio
ner.
be prepared to comply promptly by the land 'of Browder, Kennedy thirty-eight and one third 4138 1-3)
scientifically - minded • individuals chase prica.of a ten-cent cake of
afternoon visitors of Mr. and Mrs. the present boundary limits of the
and
Co.
soap.
bought
of
J.P. Crabtree, poles-to a Rock in Qr. Sec. line,
with these terms.-George S. Hart,
around the country are actually
City of Murray be annexed to said
CurIle Holley.
on the East by Butler the land that thence West wIth
Master Commissioner,
growing their own tomatoes, cu- •
Qr. Sec. line two
Miss Nora Wilson and ChesleY City and become a part thereof:
said
Butler
bought
of E. H. Brown, hundred thirty-eight and one half
cumbers, beans
.and peas now by
"Beginning in the North boundTHINGS TO WATCH FOR-Syn- Paschall attended the tent church
and on the South by Elizabeth. N. 42.381,2) poles to the
this chemical process. Though it thetic fur made out of skim milk
beginning and
services near Taylor's Store. Sun- ary line of the City of Murray,
Fakes land up to her N. W. cor- containing 138 7-10 acres
• • still too expensive and too . . . A new lighting _fixture said
more or
Kentucky, at a point 543( e feet
day night.
ner;
thence South one hundred less. This being the tract
scientific for the average person to produce dsuble the usual quanof land
Mrs. Devie Smotherman is em- West of the West side of Seventh
(100) poles to the Peter Kemp W. P. Turpin
deeded to J. B.
to undertake, the dgy may not be tity of light from equal current,
ployed at laundry at Paris, Tebn. Street (sometimes knoen as Cemeline en the North boundary line Hodges. July 21.
1930.. See Deed
far distant when hydroponics will designed for store owners who
ealieway Circuit Court
Mr. and Mrs. Rule .Spann were tery Street); thence North 1778 feet
of said survey; thence West with book 56.
Page 5.
be such a -popular backyard or want ?co throw a strong downward Saturday
to
an
iron
stake;
thence
Herman
East
573te
Ross.
Administra
night visitors with relator of
said line to the corner of the WilForthe purchase price the purbasement avocation as to make a light on their merchandise to imeet to the East side of Cemetery the Estate of I. L. Barnett,
tives in Tennessee.
• Calieway Circuit Court
liam Griftey •survey, it being a chaser -must execute
serious dent in stme markets now prove its display value .. .A stamp
bond with
Street
Seventh
Street
Deetafsed,
Extended)
C.
L. Miller, Adm., etal,
Melvin Morton and Ben Byars
;
part of. the 'S. W..corner of the approved securities,
- bearing legal
being supplied by farmers. And pad to be unaffected by humidity, traded
thence South 15 feet: thence East
cows last week.
Plaintiff,
said Griffey surveye-4lince N. with interest from the
'
Plaintiff.
day of sale unshould hydroponics ever, become not to collect lint or to over-ink
Vs. Judgment.
Vs. Judgment
Mr. and Mrs. Barden Nance of 271 feet to the Northeast corner
the Weseline of said William Grit- til paid, and having
the force and
adaptable to _raising grain crops . . . An automatic device which
Jones' Mill. vsited relatives near of a tract heretofore conveyed to Mackie Booker Barnett, Widow Ida Skinner,
fey survey to the S. W. corner effect of a judgment.
Bidders will
on a commercial scale, the farm makes it easy for motorists to
the City by 0. T. Farley; thence of I. L. Barnett, Alton
Taylor's Store. Friday night.
of Nancy Wilson's 50 acre tract of be prepared to
Barnett. and
Defendant
comply promptly
implement industry might be faced stop and start on hills; applicable
Mr. and Mrs. Bowden Swann South 210 feet to the Southeast Pattie Barnett, and Bank of
By virtue of a 'lodgment and land deed ..to her out of the Said. with these
terms.-Geerce S. Hart,
with slackening in demknd for only to hydraulic breaking systems. had
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- Griffey survey; thence East with Master Comm'.
as visitors one night last week corner of said tract; thence West Murray of Murray, Kentucky,
ainer.
plowing, planting, cultivating and it keeps the brakes on until the
their inece and husband, Mr. and 271 feet to the East side of CemeDefendants cuit Court. rendered at the August
harvesting machinery. In such an clutch is released . . . A new
tery Street; thence South 135 feet
By virtue of a judgment and term thereof, 1938.- in- the above;
Mrs. J. C. Paschall.
event, however. new avenues for window design which has the adto the Nerthwest corner of a order of-sale of the
Inez Byars visited
Calloway Cir- cause for the purpose of division of
with her
business and employment undoubt- vantages of standard double-hung
cousin. Dorothy Nell Byars. of tract theretofore conveyed to said cuit Court, rendered at the August properly, and costs herein expendedly would be opened in the chem- windows opening sit top and bot- Tri-ity,.
City
by L. L. Farley; thence West term thereof, 1938, in the above ed. I shall proceed
last
Wednesday
afterto offer for
ical and metal industries.
325 feet; thence South 588 feet: cause for the purpose of
tom, and also swings out as a noon.
settlement sale' at the court house door in
thence
• • • •-sr
East 94 feet; thence South of estate. :and costs herein ex- Murray_, Kentucky,
casement window for free spassage
to the highest
Mrs. Abye Key fell from a 208!2 feet; thence
West 419 feet to pended, I shall proceed to offer for bidder at public auction. on
SAY IT WITH FLOWERS: To of air and for safer etraninit__
Menporch at her home Friday after- the East
side of Cemetery Street. sale at the court house door in day. the 26th day
promote its new fashion floor, a
of Septemb/ .noon and suffered severe bruises. same being
the Northwest corner Murray, Kentucky, to the high- 1938, at . 1 o'clock or
New York department store sent ' HEADLINES IN NEW YORK- We
thereat)
,
are glad to report there were of the Mary
Conner Mason prop- est bidder at a public auetion, on (same being county court day),
a red rose in a long white box by
Value of inventories in hands of no broken bones for this aged
on
About one year ago a strong, fine looking
lady. erty; thence South abotit
special messenger to 15.000 women manufacturers, wholesalers, and
620 feet Monday, the 26th day -of Septem- on a credit of six months, the fe
45
She is the mother of Van Key to the present
year old man who was suffering from paralysi
North boundary of. ber, 1938, at 1 o'clock oz$ there- lowing described property,
last week . . . WAR SCARE: The retailers. reduced by $1.250.000.000
s
being
with whom she makes her home.
the City: thence West alone said about (same beingagitans or shaking palsy came to my office
Navy hed just ordered 150.000 white In first six months of 1938 . . .
county court and lying in Calloway County,
to get
Mr. and Mrs. Less Dalton are North boundary
• well.
about 573!i feet day), upon a credit of six months, Kentucky, towit:
hats . . . RECOVERY NOTE: Agricultural Economics Bureau de- planning
to soon move into their to the beginning."
Unemployment
Amsterdam, clares business is sure to go ahead
the following described property,
in
Lots Number 9. 10. and 11, in
new home.
2. That the aforedescribed ter- being and lying` in
- His head would draw backwards, his
diamond
industry reduced . . . Whole corporate tax "structure
Holland.
Calloway Coun- block No. 2 in Bishop's East View.
shouldMr. and Mrs. Woodrow Key and ritory be annexed
ers would .jerk, his hands irembled so
to
the
City of ty, Kentucky. towit:
by 176' men to total of 1.840 . . . due to receive attention of Con- Miss Volene
addition
to
the
Gilbert
place
and
badly he
Key returned Friday Murray and become a
part thereof,
Tract I. The South half of lot Plat to same being of record in
could not hold them still, the muscles in
SUNNY SIDE UP: More than 25 gress at next session . . . Rail- night from
his back
St. Louis where ,they and that all steps
necessary and No- 130-as.shown by the plat of the the office of the Clerk of Calloway
steps- are required to make an roads' August business shows gain visited relatives.'
contracted so much they tired, then he would
'Mrs. Key was proper to effect annexatit
have
t thereof town of Murray, Kentucky, save Counlr, in deed book 31, at page
aluminum frying pan. including over •July . . . National Small
to
lay
down to get relief.
Miss Chester Htlinphreys, daughter be taken forthwith:
and except the following described' 406.
the mining and processing of baux- Business Men's Association meets of Mr. and
•
Mrs. Fred Humphreys.
3. That this ordinance be pub- (portion of said land
..f
I!, NO1 It
in Pi•i,hiph
This being the same property
A dejected man upon whom fortune in
"- which has
cutlines program before. her marriage.
a filished in the Ledger & Times for heretofore been'
deeded to H. G. conveyed to Felix Skinner and Ida
nancial way had smiled, but upon whom
Say Humming Bird. how are you three consecutive
health
issues, beginning Dunn (see Deed Book 60 at page Skinner by deed on 23rd of Sephad frowned.
liking school? And how did you with the issue
of September - 8, 4)).
tember. 1930. from Jessie Thorp
like your visit Friday night over 1938.
•
A
part
and
of
the
Lula
South
Thorp.
He had tried medigine and its adjuna
Half of Lot
his wife, and is
at Mrs. Key's? I heard you didn't
as many
Adopted this 2nd day of Septem- No. 130 as shown
on the plat of of record in the office of the Clerk
of our unfortunates, like them, to
have to walk.
•
find it would
ber, 1938.
record in deed book H, page 496 of Calloway County, at steed book.
work.
6. I wish you had
GEORGE HART, Mayer
and described by beginning at 'the 58. page 433. also the !Tian prop,
.,id until Jack Frost ATTEST:intersectio
n of the East edge of erty . convezecl ster
•
•--To the cabin door of an-- humble
--Skinner
came anyway and then You could
Chas. B. Grogan, Clerk
Chirothe side walk on the West side of and Ida Skinner by the elders of
practor he sought health and found it.
have found a hiding plaCe -for we
Today, a
South 6th Street, with the North the Church of Cbri4 of Murray.
Ire miss your letters. And Hapfine specimen of health with every
voluntary musedge of a 20 ft. alley. thence West Kentucky, by deed dated 2nd of
Jack where ive:re you last
cle under control. A 'strong physical
one hundred thirty-five,(135) feet, April, 104. and se record in the
man that the
(.ek? I failed to find your letter
gods would envy. "This man lives east
thence North forty-six (46) feet office of the Clerk of Calloway
of Sequa'
1 and that is the one I always_ race
on Route 4.
(Lay- and half (Vs) inches, thence County in deed book 80, page 433.
How are-you people getting
East one hundred thirty-five (135) -.For the purchase price the puralong over there?
Our cabin door stands, open. If you
feet to the,. East edge of the side chaser must execute -bond with
desire
Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Jones were
Calleselry Circuit Cotirt
health come to see us.
approved
walk,
thence
securities,
South
with
bearing
the
East
_legal
Sunday afternoon callers of Mr. Home Owners'
Loan Corporation. edge of the side walk fort,y-six interest from the day of sale unandlirtrs. Hollin Jones.
•, ,
Plaintiff, (46) feet, four and half inches til paid, and having the force and
Hilman Cole -hauled sawduel for
Vs., Judgment
14 1s) inches to the beginning 'cor- effect of a judgment. Bidders will
Robbie Jones and ..Ifolion Byars H. B. Arnold
and Myrtie Arnold, n.1% For' I. L. Barnett.:s source be prepared to comply bromptly
last Friday. '
his wife, '
EDITOW1-NOTE-Through error last week
of title see Deed Book 20 at page with,these terms.-George S. Hart,
the line above reMilttirn PaSchalle-happened to a
ferrihg to an "humble chiropractor" was
Defendants. 367, in office of Clerk of County Matter Commissioner,
printed "unfortunate
painful accident recently when a
chiropract
or," We are glad to reprint the fall text
By virtue of a judgment and Court.
of Dr.
-Oakley's advertisement.
mule kicked him in the aide and order of sale
of the Calloway CirTract 8. Lot No. 16 containing
breaking three ribs. Mr. Paschill cuit Court, rendered
at the August two' --and eighty-five hundreths
was carried to a Murray physician term thereof,
1938. in the above 12.85) acres: Lot No: 17 containwho-:bandaged -his side. He is do- cause for the
purPose of payment ing one and eighty-three hundreths.
ing nicelY-af present.
of One Thousand Three Hundred (1.83) acres and lot
No. 32 conAunt Missouri Wilson of Detroit. Ninety-two and
14-100 ($1.392.14) taining three and eighty-eight hunI hope yort`Sare well.
Bert's, Dollars ,with interest thereon
at dseths (3.88) acres all in the W.
Calloway Cirouit Court
Lydis'. and Aunt Jennies families the rat000f 6Oper annum from L. Whitnell addition to, the City Home Owners'
-Loan Corporation.
are well.
August *1938, until paid, and its of Murray. Kentucky. Plat
to same
Plaintiff,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Richerson costs herein 'expended:
:/- shall pro- resorded .in Deck Book 47 page 370.
Vs. Judgment
and baby were Sunday guests of ceed te offer for
sale at the court in the Calloway County Clerk's of
:
D.
C.
Roberts.
and Lucile H.
Mr. and Mrs; Willie Everett.
house. door in Murray, Kentucky, lice. For'setarce". of title
see' Com- Robeete
Haffoed Key, *PIM, ',41rd, step- to the'- highest
' '
'bidder at public missioner's Deed Book- 5, at page
Defendants
ped on 4 harrow tooth 'last Week auction, on Monday
the 26th day 324.
By virtue, oe a judgment and
and caused a• sore foot.
of September. 4938, at 1 o'clock or
Tract 3. Twenty:ffe (25) acres order of sale of the Calloway
CirMr. and Mrs, ollinX Key were thereabout .(Same
being county
land,
more
or
less.
being
part
of cuit Court-Tendered at 'the August
Saturday night guests of Mr. and court day),
upon a credit of 7Six4 ths Southeast quarter of Section 'term
thereof, 1938, in the above
Mrs. Norton Foster..'-Golden Lock. meintbs, the
following described. 26. Township 2. Range 4. East, and cause kir
the purpose of payment
property, being and lying in COL b part of the Southwest
quarter of Seven Hundred Fifty-three and
loway Comity. Kentucky. nisei%)
of • same Township,- Section and 03-100 ($753.03) Dollars
with inLying and being in the Town of Rsnge and bounded as follows:
,
terest thereon at the rate of
:ScrlOol
extraordinary demands on the
No boom prices here! Even
Beginning at the Southeast cor- per annum from August
The weather is cool and 4 have Merray and on South Sixth Street.
3. 1938.
though we give a niers as good
Being Lot. No: 5. as shown in ni'a*" Of SectiOp' 26, Township
health and enerk,y_z of children, makInteh .their diet
beet;-Watching the smoke curling
2, _tenet paid, and its costs heiein exis commercial furnished room
asstinw-extritordinary importance, too. Give them
from nearby ..chimneys. I guess the A. L. Rhodes Addition to the likinge.-4, East.', Thence with the pended: I shall proceed
to offer
es any house in town, still the
folks won't need,fans much longer. Town of Murray. Kentucky. same Section line to the center of the for sale at the court
house
plenty of SUNBURST. PASTEURI4ED MILK with
door
higkest anyone can pay is SU* Geroge Opposite
Colt,n Bolls are popping open.' being a record In Deed Book 47, East Fork of Clark's river. Thence in. Murray, Kentucky
to the highPage 70. In the Office of the Clerk dewn said river to
their meals. It contaiils - the,.needed vitamins and
That's a real hotel bargain, 504 For 24 Hours
where said est bidder at public auction. on
f the County' Court of Calloway river crosses the Murray
when you figure iii the line lo- ,4 Rea*/ Wax Nett
celcium •fo
and New Monday! the 26th day of Septem.r energy, nourishment, .and bone 'buildCounty. Kentuck--said lot being Concord road. Thence with
cation, the solid comfort, and
the ber. 1938. at 1 o'elock or there• __. Two Blocks from
in quantity.
76-feet North.`ansi-Scruth fronting center of said road in
the direc- about (same being, county court
splendid cuisine also available.
Union Station
on South Sixth Street, and East ti(n of New. Concord
to a pond ay). upon a credit of six months,
Every room is an outside room PERCY TYRRELL,
Pa
Fire, Windstorm, Auto Lib. and West 190-feet.
,Iere 'said road crosses 5 large the following described
with ceiling fan and bath.
property,
. Being the, mime . property con- slough, Thence:- up
'bility, Compensation,
said slough in being and lying in Callowa,y Counveyed' to H. a Arnold by deed She center of same
Health and
to where a ty.- Kentucky, towit:
dated December 4. 1922, and re- crosses the Section
PINE STREET IC 18 PH
line an the
Accident
Being lot No. 74. and the -.west
corded in Deed. Book 1,7„,:rprnw F.reith. side of
said _Section 29: nalf of Lot No. 73, as shown by
527, in the Clerk's Office .afore- Thence West
to•the
eet
,
4t(rellitie-tasetit
tar-rani 'iikdritrrve.-(25i acre*,
Almo, Calloway County, KenFor the puectioe price tlie3;91.r.:„ amseapt. --SieletWE WRIT-16 HONOts
_
ford -1010)t
TetordId
Chafer
- nitist eretecute bond ..with
kr*iiirTinitTas EZ) desiTi
k 3. Page 4l. in, the Calloway
Phone 159,-Murray, Ky. approved securities, beariag legal- in
a deed made-by C. M. Smieit to COunty Court Clerk'
IF IN 1.1)R. A DAY A ROM W1lpApi
. office at

•

7COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Around Paschall
School

COMMISSION
SALE

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

ek

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

SHAKING PALSY

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

W.-C; OAKLEY, D. C.

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

SERVE THEM HEALTH WITH ALL
THEIR MEALS

SERVE

dultti-17

Pasteurized Milk

Cole's Camp Ground

1

L. E. OWEN-

Murray Milk Product Co.
TeleAone .191

INSURANCE

sea

-

•

ow •
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dee. is much insproved.
al also visited with relatives. Mr and Mrs C. H. Paschall and
scheol fair to be held September
A large number of women attoo. We wouldn't, however, lay age. R. W.
son. Charles. were e•isiting rela- tended the
30. The programs includes:
Churchill, director.
showier given Mee_ Gilcash upon it, even though Mr. L.
8:00-9:00---Open doors.
The Rev. K G. Dunn, after tives near North Fork .Church in bert Grogan at Mrs. Hester Bt(
Mid-week„ meeting every WedMr a:A1 Mrs. Millard Page of
M. of the Concord community posi- nesday evening
9:00-10:30-Free program by 5th
'• leet 'Thursday. Many useful pres- Paris, Terme Mr. and Mrs.
church services'al Pleasant Grove Tennessee last week.
at 7 o'clock. This
By
Geo.
tively refuses to have anything to meeting is for
Several
Sunday, attended the birthday dinarees having
every. ene whether
sorghum'ents wereePyten the honoree and a Seaoings and Mr. and Mr.. Luther to 8th grades.
JULIAN III
do
with
anybody
10:00-11:
who
00
--Baby
won't
back
show;
ner at tht• home of Mr. and Mrs. made at the Erwin sorghum Mill pleasant Social hoer enjoyed.
'church
a
1st prize
member or not. This
Page ofCornoT Tenn.. were Sunday
up what they think with green- meeting is a vital
Clarence Cunningham th honor of between Crossland and Pleasant
A shower was recentlys held for visitors in the home of Mr. and $1.50; second prize. 75c.
one coming as
backs.
11:00-127
We
are
Grove.
30--Eats
not
sure,
and
it does between Sundays, here you
Mr. Cunningham's mother. Mrs.
but we wouldn't
drinks sold
. Mrs. Fern Nance at her home at Mrs. Frank Page.
We,
of
course,
be
by
the
school.
haven't
surprise
the
d
if our subscription
T. W. and Cully Nesbitt have !which many useful gifts were regreen- gather strength for a better and ,a
Sallie Cunningham, or Murray. A
Mrs. Will Wilson, Mrs. Lena Cos12:30-1:30-Parade and float dis- list grows so fast it will break all backs.
large crowd was present and en- Made some.200 gallons cot sorghum. ceived by the honoree and a pleas- by and Miss Opal_ Wilson
more useful life for the days just
were play.
records,
and in a very short time,
joyesi the gathering
ahead. A brief but profitable Bible
Mrs. Cut-i- on the Quitman Paschall Mill antercial --hour of games and con- guests in the home of Mrs Nary
All
of
at
which
1:30.3:0
that. At least it would if we
gets us nowhere. study for -the Sunday School of0-A1ejAie. • events.. All
which isOn the creel.; near T. W., venation enjoyed:
e.:e t-eon as 77 years old.
Hutchins Friday and report her
schools in district parucipating.
listened to Mrs. R. of this county. except maybe a little closer to &he ficers. teachers and
I 'Leon Phillips. formerly of this doing much better.
other workDr and Mrs. Hicks ot Tennessee Nesbitt's.
end
of
the
space allotted us,-and ers follcw immediately the
3:00-Softball games, 'both boys "Just let me' write a column for
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Hill and
Several members I the Epworth I vicinity: has gzne to Detroit and
wel•e recent visitors with relatives
midyour
patience. But. we can't at- week -meeting. The .kubject
your paper each week," she writes,
and girls.
,
for
of Pury ear and. Mrs. Leslie Ellis Union. will meet with the S Pleas- I has secured. his former job. that Miss Ethel Mae Charlton visited In
"and I guarantee peuple'li sub- fard to leave without mention of discussion Wednesday night,
8:00
p.
m.
-Old
Fasbicne
el
School.
'of
street
Paris
cur
conducto
ant
Thursda
Groves
Sepr. Mrs. Phily.
League next Mondee
and -family
'
.•
Mrs. L. of out Lynn Grove way, tet-1'1)er the 28th
scribe
Admissi
on
for
charged.
it
just
to
see
lips
what
and
,will
Clifford
two
I'm
be "THE
children have joined
Hilt was in Murray
, '
Mr. and Mrs. Alsie Cooper and evening:
There -will be prizes offered in going to say about diem. I know who •has- no doubt that there are TEN COMMANDMENTS S
Saturday.
The wilier recently visited Mrs. their husband and father.
U MMr.. and Mrs- Dolphus Webb and
papers in America_ with more M.ARIZZD."
i
more
the
needlew
scandal
ork,
culinary
than
.
you'd
ggricul,Mes.
ehm-Orre- witerehasebeeet-terr
l-Bumm. Starke near Lynn- Groee.
expect
-8-header-ea- visitteg-en
Wary - *Sete- ii701-encl-i-isitors
pages
maybe
Your
-tune
than
and
Murray
the
canned
Ledger
,Square
&
fruit
The
departme
church
is
sikay, but
extends a cordial innts.
Memphis wheresthey attended the On a mar.t.-1 in the Starks home, a the sick list, was able to be in Paducah.
The boys' and girls' softball just wait until you see some of Times, but Igw, if any. that say as vitation to one and all tw worship
Mrs. Lena Cosby and Miss Opal
beautiful bouquet of large red Murray last Saturady.,
faiPeond 'visited relatives.
much
per
My
page.
teams
*. dahlias decorates
That
stuff".
played
sounds
Hazel
good
here
last
whenever si.ossible. There is
Friday
One hendred and ten. attended Wilson visited in Junes Mill Wedi theeroom. One
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Erwin and
to us, and we think we'd better in. waiting fee "you
I
week. The Almo boys losing by
Sunday school at 'South Pleasant nesday.
helpful fellowson. Warren.' Mr. and Mrs. Ellis of the Lowers_rneasiiiiA 23 inches
close
before
a
score
we
find
of
12-11
somethi
and the girls winng ship of friends.Grove last Sunday.
Ivan Wilson and. wife have reuw,terence.
Paschall. Marvin Miles. .Shannon in circ...
else,
but
not
ning
before
11-8.
we
tell you
Sam P.'Martin. Pastor
But of course that has nothing
turned to their home in Bowling
and Duncan Ellis, Miss Viola Pets- • Several of the' young PeOPle of
we'd like to knew what you think
Billie Beale and Tommy Harris to do with Mr. S.
Green. after a several days' visit
who lives on
chall. and Mrs. Hoyi'Craig attend- this vicinity enter
cllege at
about
things
enrolled
too.
So if there's
this week in the seventh the East Side. "I would
with relatives near Hazel.
like fur
ed the fair at Memphis last Thurs- Murray Monday...'
grade.
you to know." he says with under- something you'd like to• say and
. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Moore .
Mrs. Bello 'Story ol near Edgeday.
you
don't
mind
putting your name
Junior Beale, now enlisted in the standable pride, "that
were in Murray recently.
By Thomas Fenton Can-away
I've just dis•
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Gunter and hill,'visited several days last week
to it, just write or bring it in to
Mr. and Mrs. R. Y. Lamb of Navy, together with other grad- covered a sure way to make a milMisses Ruth and Cleo Gunter. all with her sister. Mrs Alice Ellis, 'Last week we took a number of
us
and
we'll see what we can do
uates: Mary aMrgaret Stephens:7n. lion dollars. The trouble
of it is
cf Paducah. were recent visitors who was on die sick lift, but is tests. Every one. made good. There Lynn Grove were Sunday guests uates: Mary
Mrs. NMtie Outland, who died
Margaret Stephenscri, it take two to do -it, and.I'll let with It. So long.
seems to be a spirit of work as in the home of his sister. Mrs: L.
of their relatives. Mr. and Mrs. now -much better.
Sunday afternoon of complications
53
Stroud. and Boyd Linn were - visit- you in on it on one conwell as play.
W. Cosby. and Mr. Cosby.
diteeV that
Torn Erwin - and family.
at' her hurne two miles east of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Story.
you don't publish anything about
The condition ofeediss Inez Cath- ors this week.
Faxon Community Fair
FIRST BAPTIST C'HUIRCH
Mrs: Luther Di-ring. wno hasi who teach at Alma. attended church
Murray, at the ago of 74.. was
Mr. Charles Baugh has started it in the paper. 'All you've
The grand new catalogs of the cart remains unimproved.
got
to
a severe attack
Iness last Fri- ser.
buried at EMI Grove cemetery
.. • -lay at Pk,
•
Grove annual community
Gesrge Shrader was Monday Music instruction in the grade and do Is to do everything I tell you.
fair t, be held
The pastor will preach morning Monday
afternoon.
September 30 are to be distributed guest of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. junior high' school. We are proud If at the end of two months you and evening.
Subject:, Pe. M.,
Earlier, the Revs. Carroll Hubto-receive this training
aren't satisfied. the drinks will be "HE WENT
-...‘ first of- next week in Faxon Lore Shrader.
A LI77LE FURTHER". bard. Sam P. Martin.
and R. H.
on me"
1..gh 4hool district and in the
Miss Virginia 1p:en and Miss
P. M.. -ESCAPE".
Thurman •'hid conducted funeral
I'll take a lemonade.
••ighboring grade schools.
Jetnes of Murray were Friday and
Sunday School every Sunday at services at the Elm Grove church.
Faxon is preparing to be host of Sunday visitors in the home of Mr.
9:30, with classes for 'all ages under
ee greatest community fair ever and Mrs. L. eSV. Cosby.
We were not surprised when the care of specially
trained teach"
• • Id in. this section.
Calloway county farmers are
Haney Pasehall and wife and
with Doris Clark. Mr. R. S. of Murray told us con: ers
iii the Bible anceatinday Scho_l
using furrow seeders Lr sowing
Mrs. Bertha Kuykendall visited in back PLne with Ceti Chester. ditions in Washington did not ab- work;
First and Second Grades
each
_meets
class
in a sepa- cover
,,wi1ey Johnson, of :the Johnson- solutely meet his approVal
We have two new studefits in Paris Friday.
, but rate room. Faithful officers in . 1: crops and for putting on
.ertiorers
..r 'corn. Helen Billington in the
Tom
Langston
was Tuesday Fain Applicance Company. has a bitter exeprience made us some- charge of classes end .departme
nts.
cond grade., and 'Bobbie Dandy guest of his mother. Mrs. J. C. radio "mystery control machine". how a little doubtful when Miss
All, Baptist students are cordially'
••. the first. The second grade is Langston andsister. Mrs. Avery It • is round ,and : weighs about 3 K. T. of the'-ecllege suggeste
d that invited to attend one of these fine
- 4ying about Japan. They made madrey and family. Mrs, Langs- leetinds: At about 20 feet it will WPA workers were becomin
g mil- classes and other students without
switch the radio to any station lionaires, "or at
,neuage booklets with Japanese ton is ill.
least mighty a church here of their own faith.
on the backs. Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall without wire connection. The man wealthy:, just for lying in the Dr. H.
M. McElrath. superintendthat
invented it
,
-rhied and Fourth Grades
have returned home from LouisGrimditchi shade and dovetailing to every- ent.
I Eugene Billington entered school ville where they attended the fair 'cannot explain the mystery. •Looks. thing the higher-ups
tell them, Training Union
meets every
so be tilse.sa slot machine. Maybe It's a shame, a
I Monday.• This brings- -our total -lest week:
crying 'shame!" Sunday night at 6:15, with, inspir7irollment to 38. The third grade
L. A. Farris and suns. Lester its one of B.b Parker's sleight of Maybe it is. but I think I'll start ing programs
in each Union meet• , eildren are working-err-their first and Owen, were in Murray Sat- hand tricks.
looking for a WPA job again!
ing in a sAsarate ro•,m directed be
•
booklets.
urday.
competent leaders and officers. The
In the last reThe booklets illustrate the health
Try the new method
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Milstead was
-Nothwithstanding the view of students are cordially invited
I
port of Pogueto at1 habits, they have formed.
Tuesday guest in the home of
some we are not allowed to Qin te, tend one of .these
VULCO-SOLING
Doran
Unions,
revival
the
one
at
I Sudie Nell and Joe Colson have their daughter, Mrs. Lilburn Paswe are quite sure that bats have to which their
age suggests. The
the, Boydsville
No nails, no stitches
been absent this week on account chall, and granddaughter and
eyes. In fact, we would go sz Unions begin with
the junior age
Church of
of illness.
great granddaughter, Mrs. Arsie
far as to say that mulct have eyes and continue through
Christ. 10 had
the adult
Fifth and Sixth Grades/
Morton and little daughter.
responded to the
•
We are starting our fourth week
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Myers have
gospel call and
of school • We are proud t:s have returned to Hopkinsville after a
were baptized.
Thomas Phelps back
in school visit with relatives on this route
The Hubbard after several days of illness. We and in Murray.
Cothran revival
sve a new fifth grade student.
Mr. and Mrs.Adolphus Webb
at ;he Memorial
•,..x. Billington.' The sixth grade was in Memphis Thursday.
Baptist Church in Murray was a
making health booklets for the
Mrs. Leona Farris was the vietvictory.
The following f cl ks
- .,:r. The fifth grade has just end guest of Miss -Edith. Myers.
around Stella who attended. were
• :eshed making health posters.
Audrey and Mrs. Simmons were
Mr and Mrs. George Cathey, Mr.
e.ornas_Cielson has. been absent for in Louisville last week attending
and Mrs. Jim Story. Mrs. Nola
• e last week on accaunt of ill- the fair.
James and Mabel of Oklahoma
••ss. :We have a good attendance
Mrs. Henry Sykes and Me. and
City. Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cat,hey.
sord. We have a pot of wander- Mrs. Onas Thompson were Paris
Noris and Ole May itarinst, Mr.
' g Jew in our school room.
visitors Thursday.
and Mrs. Lewis herding. Joe Jon F. F. A.
Oseo Shrader has returned -to and
Miss Etipal Thomas. The ,
By Rudy Barnett
Paducah after visiting his br_ther.
ficient song leader was Evangelist
Our judging team returned .from Lon Shrader. for several weeks.
De Hart. of Covington. Ky.
.V state fair at Louisville SaturAlsie Cooper. his wife and little
Tip - iydczx of Paducah is c
e.- afternoon. The team was corn- grandson motored to Memphis
ducting a. "big" meeting tin:.
esed cf John Reed Falwell. James Thursday to visit relatives and atweek and next week at the Murisland. James Chaney. It rank- tend the fsir.
ray Church of Christ. - Clarenes
ninth among ninety teams, in
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris wiB Frances
is the efficient. reozi,
e judging of dairy cattle.
, move from the farm of Mrs. Dena
The Future Farmer boys have Orr's to the residence Of Claud minister -of the large, cor-.2.e
Mrs. Connie Mills is .
• en at work beautifying the cam- Orr.
benefited of ehionic heaciacie• alter
Our Coal is clean. economical and easy to control.
e.
. R. D. Bowden. of Raris, was in
treatment.,of an osteopath. She had
Faxon's FFA boys are 'planning Hazel Friday.
It burns freely and evenly: Ixoviding unsurpassed
been affected with it for the past
-. taking part in both the cornMiss Lois Dickerson.,who has
heating comfort. Heat your Lorne better. Ordertwo. or three months. One of the
- mity and the county fair.
been
ill
for
the past several days, best individu
' reel from
als I know if.
has suffered a relapse.
A wind storm blew down an old
Roup argl blackhead have been
Mrs. Chas. Jones and son. Sam
,using losses among chickens and of Paris. were Thursday dinner monarch oak tree on the Ace
Ezell old farm where Burd was
.rkeys in Lawrence county.
guests in the home ef Mr. and born.
The old. tree had withMrs. L. W. Cosby.
stood many Severe wind storms in
Several hundred acres of burley
A large number of Hazel people days
gone hy. I am not fearful
oacco were belted in Bar-en were in Memphis the past
week of wind st rms but when
an elecinty.
visiting relatives and friends and,
trical thunder storm Comes I feel
attending the Tit-State Fair
like getting down on mys knees.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis W. Cosby atWhat you ought to do under a
tended Church at Pleasant Grove
clear blue sky. Wait a minute!
last Sunday.
He ,70 said -My mother-in-law
The Rev. K. G. Dunn tilled his is a
regular hell cat sin" '
regular appointment at Pleasant
If I had said yes sirree.
Grove last Sunday. The Rev.
would tell her what I said, but • not
A. Doran fulled the pulpit Sunwhat he said. Agdin a fellow said
day at the Hazel Church of Christ.
"Sally Goodin is awful fast girl,
now ain't she
So I told her
what he said then" he got sacked.
I always read the Hazel letter.
Fine! There are 20 letters in the
Our principal.' Mr. Raymond English alr.,1.:6et.
Tell' me why

l

S. Pleasant Grove

Hazel Route 1

t

I

Murray Square

Faxon High School

Mrs. N. Outland
Dies Late Sunday

I
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Big Price Reduction

BUY COAL NOW AND BEAT THE
ADVANCE!

Tir*restosme,.eosn

We Have All Grades

0

We are offering to the motoring public for a limited time ONLY for the
purpose of reducing our -inventory on
Tires and Tubes a SPECIAL PRICE
REDUCTION!

WEST KENTUCKY EGG, LUMP,
SPECIAL STOKER, AND A
GENUINE VIRGINIA
JELLICO

First Quality
Standard Tires•

Farley & Butterworth

6:00x16 Firestone Standard
Casing, $14.45, NOW

5:50)(17 Filestone Standard
Casing, 512.55, NOW

020/4 BUILDING MATERIALS

4:75x19 Firestone Standard
Casing, $9.75, NOW

zuw&st east

•

• ROOFING •

•

LUMBER

.For interior
tenor use. A.
boated. wall tee,:
-flooring
-•

•

•

MILLWORK •
feli,dows
see:. (e.
trance
and
tnt•Vior
dbots and elec.: ' i.e••.•
millwork
•

• SUPPLIES •
A complete sloe k of
the best building supreal sa,,ir

el( t:111. .11 ILNI)
--------Mr.•and Mrs. Woodrow_fliekinanacdompanied by Mr. andietelsee
den Rickman and Mac:_n Rickmff;
attended the Mid-South t'air a
Memphis.Priday. They rc-ported a
mest interesting trip.

Students! Faculty!

Whether You Build, Repair or Remodel
_ . ;MAKE IT LA8T!

Welcome Back to Murray!

No matter how small or how extensive
your plans
are, build permanently! - Poor
materials not
'ruin the appearance, but they usually'
'require a
socner-than-expected replacement!
Belt.-- You
buy, see MURRAY LUMBEVCO. Your
sati.:^action is guarantesd! Your sal;ings.
_are ILL!
Check OUR low prices FIRST!

Ouw Modern Stearn Laundry can do your work
cheaper than you can do it at home or send it back
home. All clothes returned clean and pure.
TRY OUR SUPERIOR DRY-CLEANING SERVICE. "Always a Step Ahead."

Smart People Build Before a Boom

10 LBS

MURRAY LUMBER CO

East Depot St.

ese.

•

..;,, 2

Builders Of Quality Homes

FINISHED
FAMILY LAUNDRY

$1

SUPERIOR LAUNDRY AND
DRY'CLEANERS

Phone 262

Phone 44—North 4thltuelVe Call for and
•

$8.40

57.85

Firestone Sentinel Casings

Almo School News

rapi y he will not r-etelrri to school
this week He was not able to attend school' last week. The students of Almo wish for him a
speedy recovery and assure him
that-they will wry on their Work
as if he Were here.
Plans' arc under way for our

$10.00

ibtfiver

6:00x 16 Firesbane„Sentinel
5:50xI7 Firestone Sentinel
5:2548 Firestone Sentinel
5:25X17 Firestone Sentinel
4:75x19 Firestone Sentinel
4:50x21 Firestone Sentinel

Casing,$10.20, NOW . .
.48.67
Casing, $9.05, NOW
7.70
Casing, $8.35, NOW
• 7.10
Casing,$805, NOW
6.85
Casing, $7.05, NOW
6.00
Casing, $6.85, NOW . . . . .
5.82

$33.84
3.64

All other sizes dnd brands of casings and tubes
REDUCED 15 to 20 per
cent. This is your opportunity to buy first grade casings
and tubes at a greatly reduced price. ALL NEW STOCK AND FULLY
GUARANTEED.
All casings and tubes will be sold for CASH on prices
quoted. Come
early and secure yoor requiremenri while our stock lasts
at this amazingly
LOW PRICE!

Jackfon Purchase Oil Co.
T. 0. BAUCUM, General* Manager

Super-Service Station
EaSt. Main Street
PHONE 208
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Firestone 10-Ply Standard truck
Casing's
32x6 Firestone Standa.-.fl in-ply, $42.30, NOW
32x6
Standard Tube, $5.20, NOW
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White Way Service Station
--West Main Street
. Phohe 941'7
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